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By PEGGIE ROW AND
(Managing Editor)
A great deal of foreign investment capital is poised at B.C.’s 
borders and is ready to enter, a B.C. cabinet minister said Friday.
And Finance Minister Hugh Curtis, in a speech to Sidney North 
Saanich chamber of commerce, said the proyincial government is 
“not fearful of such investment,^ ’
; Gurtis said the government will ^‘do ; said, citing a surge in gold mining 
wliat \ye can to encourage it so that our- activity, nearly double the volume this 
economy ■ continues to leaf , :thiA; ^ Vancouver Stock
Canadian economy in growth;’\
S^terrnileifpftymaFj^nnpfcilft
numily was interested in the growth ' ol newsprint capacity throughout B.C. 
potential of Western Canada “and of And British Columbians seem to be 
British Columbia v in particular,:’ confident about fhe econUmy, -Curtis 
Curtis said, y i '' said. Consumer spending rose by at
He did not elaborate on the precise least: 10 ; per cent in 1979 and was 
sourees of the expected funds or the rcnccted in retail sales which rose by 
kinds of investment B.C: could expcctii, 11 -2 per cent in the first 11 months.
However, Curtis said a “disturbing
In the light of Russia’s invasion of 
Afghanistan and the international 
hostility it has provoked, should 
Saanich .school board allow 21 Stelly’s 
school students to make a 10-day visit to 
Moscow, Kiev and Leningrad?
This was the question debated 
Monday night by trustees who decided, 
before making a decision, to ask the 
British Columbia ministry of education 
to seek advice from the federal 
Department of external affairs on the 
“wisdom and propriety’’ of making 
such a trip.
The board’s decision was complicated 
by several factors. Approval “in 
principle” for the trip had been given by 
the board at an earlier meeting — before 
the international furore arose over the 
invasion; nearly $25,000 was involved, 
students having paid fares of $1,179 
each, and the deadline date for return of 
the money had passed.
The well-documented application for 
final approval for the trip gave, the 
departure date as March 28 and the 
return date as April 7. The money for 
the trip was raised by the students who 
were helped by a grant from the B.C> 
Lotteries Fund. ; ; !
In a letter to school superintendent 
Don Smyth, Chris Harker, Stelly’s 
school teacher in charge of the trip, said 
a meeting with parents was held in late 
September and, in early October, ap­
plication forms completed and three 
cheques mailed to a travel company, 
Media Study Tours, by each student.
Cheques were dated Oct. 1, Nov. 15 
and Jan.d5, 1980. V
Money was raised by washing police 
cars, selling sports raffle tickets^/ap­
plication to : clubs and the government 
for a grant.
■ Harken said in; the light : 6f ^some 
concerns about the safety of students, he; 
phoned Esquimalt-Saahich' MFV Donald 
Munro who undertook to pL in tbuch
Trustee Gerry Kristianson said he was 
pa little bewildered by the response of 
Munro following the prime minister's 
hcall for a boycott of the Olympic Games 
Tin Merscow.
I Surely the development meant young 
I'^Canadians shouldn't be travelling in the 
| USSR, Kristianson said. The fact that 21 
I from the district would be grouped with 
I students from other B.C. schools.
numbering some 200 in all, only added 
emphasis to his apprehension.
He would want a clear indication, the 
trustee added, from the government of 
Granada as to whctiier or not these young 
people should go.
“With Canada taking a hostile 
position with regard to Ru.ssia at this 
point I am concerned that this group of 
youngsters might be exploited
politically," Kristianson said, adding 
that the fact that he was a candidate in 
the forthcoming federal election was not 
a factor in his feelings in this school 
board mailer,
ITusiee Roy Hyndman felt that there 
svas no question of the students’ per­
sonal safety being involved, but Mrs.
Continued on Page 13
He said B.GL’s economy generally . 
was healthy with .government revenues 
.showing a “mode.st surplus” of$188.6 
million for the first six months of 1979 
out of a budgcl of some $4.56 billion.
For the fourth year in a row, the 
minislcr said, the province’s economy 
has expanded at a faster rate than the 
Canadian average. Preliminary 
estimates for 1979 show the gross 
provincial product will have increased 
by .T.V per cent, down from 4.1 per 
cent in 1978 but still considerably 
higher than ihe 1979 Canadian average 
of 2.8 per cent. ,
In 1979, B.C. exports were up 29.1 
per cent, shipment of factory goods 
rose by 19.7 per ccnl and building 
permits totalled $1.6 billion —^ up 23.1 
per cent from 1978.
As well, crude oil production in­
creased 9 per cent, natural gas rose 
16,8 per cetit and littnber e.xports from 
.lamtary to .September were up .12 per 
cent over the same period in 1978 -~ 
and this it) the face of a softening in 
the international lumber tnarkci, 
C'tiriis said,
rtiial iiivcstment by the private 
sector is expected to he ttp by 2.L4 per 
cettt itt 1979 cotnpared to 19.7 for 
Canaria as it whole. Trade vohtme for 
the inovittcc could pass the $1 billion 
mark lor the first litne, the ministci
weakness” had emerged in,residential 
construction wlicn housing starts in the 
first nine months of the year dropped 
11 per eent below the previous year.
Some of the overall drop in housing 
unit starts may reflect an adjustment 
that mitst be made by the housing 
industry to catch up with buyers who 
want fewer multiple units and more 
individual housing, he said. It was a 
reaction to this trend, he explained, 
that had moved the government to 
proceed with its $2(X) million housing 
initiative program.
Looking ahead to the 1980s, the 
minister said there was "the immediate 
coticcru of weathcritig the in­
ternational recession forecast for 
1980” but predicted thttt in British 
Colutnhia the effects of the recession 
would probably be “(jiiile mild.”
Based on continued export sirettgth, 
buoyant investment itttetitions and 
consumer spetiding, the economy 
should expand by iiuotlier 2'/j to 3 per 
cetit — a far faster rttie than will he 
experienced in thewesterti iti- 
dusiiiitli/ed econotny in geticral and in 
the U.S, atui Catiada itt particular. 
{.Ttriis said,
l ottrism is (iti $1.8 hillioti husitiess 
lor B.C. and may well hecome the 
secoiidmost itnporiani iiuhistiy in the 
province, he stiid.
''*:“wrt1f'tlVe:Te^rBffd^art™itS^^
a ffairs. Word came back that there was 
hb legal reason to cancel the trip arid the 
department felt tha:t there was no risk of 
danger.
The department might ; have ■ felt 
reassured but board, members on 
Monday night did not. :
“Quite honestly, I’m worried,” said 
trustee Rubymay Parrott, “The board is 
in an awkward situation having ap­
proved in principle and the deadline date 
having pas,scd.
“I’m really concerned about this trip 
and 1 don’t want to see the bo^rd held 
responsible. 1 would think that parents 
must all give their consent •— in 
writing.”
Doesn't_look like riiuch but Sidney Krwattis vice-president Dave:Mcpdndld^li<0^0jMs0^i^iili0G:;$. 
\Ctinadiari\ in gold. Twelve Troy ounces — a two-ounce wafer and a 10-ounce bar will go td i^mPeridf y 
want rdffle.'Draw takes place at 12 noon today [ Wednesday] at Sidney Canadian Imperial Bank of0 
Commerce, 2339 Beacon.
After 22 consecutive years of com­
munity service, Sidney Kinsmen Club 
clo.sed its doors this week.
President A1 Knudsen cited low 
membership as the reason the club 
folded. The club — one of five service 
clubs in Sidney — had only five 
members when it .shut down Jan. 22, 
said Knudsen — and it couldn’t operate 
with that few.
However, Knud.scn was quick to add, 
“The door’s always open for the re­
formation of the Kinsmen Club. 1 hate 
to see it go.” '
Knudsen placed part of the blame for 
the club’s demise on the provincial 
lottery foundation — something of a 
success since its start a few years ago.
“Any time you want money you can 
apply and get it,” he said. Why should
town
HuglpCurtis .says he'll do everything 
he can to help Sidney get its breakwater 
but docs not intend to “force his will on 
ihctown."
The one-time Saanich mayor told 
members of Sidney-North Saanich 
chamber of commerce Jan, 25 how he 
once resented provincial intrusion in 
local matters.
Me assured niembers: “When you 
want more nssisiarice it will be for­
thcoming,” but told them the decision 
■ whether or not to go ahead with the 
breakwater proposal -- was “up to the 
residents and the town.”
.someone work with a service club when 
all you need to do is apply for provincial 
funding, said Knudsen.
“We’re only administrators for the 
lottery foundation. Why have a meeting 
every two weeks to administer provincial 
government funds?” he asked.
Knudsen pointed out that though 
socializing is also part ' of being a 
member of a service club “it’s air right 
for a club with 40 members to sit 
around and have a card game after, but 
that doesn’t work with a club of 12 or 15 
members.”
A 16-ycar member of the local 
Kinsmen, Knudsen said membership 
really started to drop off about three or 
four years ago when it fell to about 13 to 
15...
“You just can’t keep them interested
ifjgiiliis:
"1 hope no one will fault me for not 
acting,” he said. “1 don’t think it’s 
proper for me to act.”
He reiterated: 1 will help but I won’t 
lead or pu.sli.
Along with his promi.se of help with 
the breakwater, Curtis rc-sinied the 
provincial government’s commitment to 
Trident Aircraft Ltd. “Sidney, British 
Columbia and Canada all lose if Trident 
is not saved,” he said.
Trident employees had made a valiant 
effort to save the company, Curti.s said, 
ridding he vvould continue to give his 
“itirong supporf to these efforts.”
Curtis said the type of clean, high 
technology, export-oriented industry 
had unlimited potential, was well suited 
to the .Saanich Peninsula and right in 
line with the govemment’s economic 
strategy to reduce the dependence of 
B.C.'s economy on natural resource 
industries and to develop secondary 
mamifaetttring capabilities,
'rrigitll was a “good, sound plane," 
Curtis said. The industry was "Itt- 
credibly bouyant” right now and the 
pcnin.sula was close to one of the world's 
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Even, though the sun is .shining, it’s a 
biting cold T'riday afiernoon. Put Bill 
niaaiiw doesn't even seem to notice — 
he’s enjoying himself far too much, 
Blaauw Is working on the old Deep 
Cove public wharf that juts out from 
Madrona Drive, adjacent to an equally 
old Deep Cove marina,
He's been working on the wharf the 
pn«,i few ivinnihs — serfudrig. ham­
mering, nilll now painting. It .show,s.
The old wharf doesn’t look so old 
anymoie. In faett it looks like It’x had 
new life breathed into it. And It has —
from Bill Blaatiw,
Ills work is all part of a scheme to 
bring the wharf back Into public use ■— 
firstly as a promenade, and perhaps 
later, with some provincial funds, ns a 
public dock |for boaiets.
Build nearly 20 years ago by jhc 
Tederal government. Deep Cove wharf 
has been neglected for .some lime. It 
evrntiiall) fell iriiu :>uth poof lepaii,ii, 
was closed to the public and lablcd 
unsafe. ,'''■': ,
Tben lllaanw and a proap of Deep 
Gove volunteer.s approached North
the municipality purchased the wharf, 
volunteers would repair It and provide
proper maintenance.
Despite a lack of funds for repairs, 
Blaauw has work well under way,
“We thiiik it’s well worthwhile,” he li 
said. “Beople cun come down here, 
walk atonnd, watch ilic sun set.” In 
short, enjoy the old wharf as a walkway 
orpromenade, T', .j''"''
A resident of Vancouver Island .since 
", j')l8 aifd a I3ciip Cove rcaidern for' ilw 
last 2.5 years, Uliiiauw doesn't view hl» 
yoluntecr vvork as something special,
“More of us should; do i|ds r»prl, of “ 
liuiig," lie said. “We could ail use a 
liiile more community effort,” ' i
He’s goi a Hrin supporter in Mayor i ,
Cimtlnited on ftftt 13
I
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Council seeks
option on transit
Sidney council Monday three-cent per gallon transit 
night made a decision on. tax, throwing out the three 
the issue of the proposed options under the Urban
No matter what the weather...
There’s always iSLWS/Z/A'E in Sidney.
Sunshine Secretarial Service
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Transit Act — funding 
through property taxes, a 
power surcharge or the gas 
tax.
Instead, council moved 
to support a fourth option 
in which the gas tax is 
applied only to the four- 
core municipalities and the 
balance is picked up either 
by property taxes across the 
region and-or by the power 
surcharge.
Ideally, Mayor Norma 
Sealey said following the 
meeting, an increase in sales 
tax would have been the 
solution but there was “no 
legislation” to provide for 
such a method of funding 
transit.
Ron Sale and $20 cheque in trust for Trident.
Fund for Trident?
0¥EM”FRESH
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Todate, both North 
Saanich council and Sidney 
have protested the gas tax 
plan as being unfair to 
people living in outlying 
areas — such as the Saanich 
Peninsula — since they 
don’t have the advantage of 
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Foot of Beacon Ave.
OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous salad bar 












We are installing a New Oven and will
be CLOSED MONDAY to THURSDAY, 
FEB. 11th to FEB. 14th.
We will REDPEH FRIDAY, FEB. 15th
Sealey said North 
Saanich had recently passed 
a motion to opt out of the 
transit system but “that’s 
not an option available to 
any of us.”
The entire Capital 
Regional District was 
designated as a transit area 
and “we can’t say we won’t 
be part of it,” she said.
The only decision council 
has to make is how to pay 
for it, she explained.
By RON NORMAN
(Staff Writer)
Ron Sale is backing Trident Aircraft 
Ltd. 100 per cent. And he’s ready to put 
his money where his mouth is.
Sale, 7925 Simpson Road, 
Saanichton, has offered to put up S20 
toward Trident “in trust”, and would 
like to see everyone else on the peninsula 
follow suit.
“If everyone chipped in some change 
to Trident it would make a big political 
impression,” he said Friday.
A marine electrical technician by 
trade. Sale admits: “I haven’t seen their 
(Trident’s) books and I don’t know all 
the figures, but I’m an individual who’s 
concerned.”
“This is coming from a small
businessman and a lunchbucket,” he 
added.
But at the same time Sale points out 
Trident is not without responsibilities to 
the peninsula community, and that the 
money he is offering is not sintply a S20 
donation, but “in trust”.
Sale said he had the idea about a trust 
fund for Trident much earlier, then he 
read a Review editorial in the Jan. 23 
issue and was convinced he should 
follow through with his idea.
“I don’t know why no one has 
thought of it,” he said.
Sale has a point; if the 20,000 people 
on the peninsula each donated $20 to a 
Trident trust fund, the down-and-out 
airplane company would have $2 million 
to work with — just enough to keep it 
going until after the federal election.
QBYgim
"" iMBURaNfi
STEAK. PIZZA X SPAGHETTI HOUSE
Evening Diiling in Fine, 
Medrteranian Tradition -
RESERVATIOSS - 656-5596 
V TAKE OUTS - 656-5597 : 
Mon.-Sat.-n a.m. -2 a.m/
: Sunday n a.m.-,Midnight. 
5th & B#aeon v? •< sidn«v>.*i
BEACON AVE.. SIDNEY. B.C.
■ i'lThe Finestin ::
Family,Dining 
Open 7 a.m.-Midnight 
656-1176
RESTAURANT
I Specializing In Chinese 
: : : Canadian Food ..
OPEN; M0N.-THURS. 4" - MIDNIGHT 
VFR|..Sat. 4' - t* a.m:
Sunday; ,;:4“;-,8* p.m: ;
, s'Etebvery with minimiirn cider -
2493 Beacon Ave. S 656-3344
Trident -Aircraft is still alive and 
kicking, with sub-contract work coming 
in and a nucleus of 60 - 70 employees on 
hand, a member of the company’s 
management team said Monday.
Derrick Lock said he and his 
assistant, Derek Young, were “beating 
the bushes” for work and getting 
'results.;:':'
As well, the company has picked up a 
helicopter in need of . repair; j from 
Vancouver and “as we find this kind,of 
work we’ll be bringing the workers back ; 
Tn”^ Lock .said.-
One group of employees are off to 
Canadian in Montreal, on loan for three 
months. Lock said.
Trident is still hopeful the federal and 
provincial governments will fund the 
■compny. Trudeau has said he will 
provide previously promised funds if the 
Liberals are elected Feb; 18 and Finance 
Minister and Saanich and the Islands 
MLA Hugh Curtis Friday reafformed a 
provincial government commitnierit;to 
the company, and, pledged ;his-:Own;^ 
^continuing support. (See story p^i^'Un
Sea Breeze Cafe
9776 - 4th St. . Sidney
■ Behind the Post Ollite . ,
— SPECIALIZING IN —
FISH a CHIPS 
Breakfast-lunch-dinner
Open Daily 7:30 AM • 7:30 PM 
ClovedSundoy 
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RCMP and Central 
Saanich police reported a 
very quiet week with only 
two thefts recorded.
Two fishing reels valued 
at $80 were stolen from a 
boat at Ardmore in one 
incident.
In the other, Gillain 
Manor reported the theft of
part of their side walk to . 
local RCMP. However, the 
RCMP didn’t quite believe 
thestory at first.
Following further in­
vestigation, it was revealed 
that 29 slabs of sidewalk 
valued at close to $90 had in 
fact been taken
T
CHIPSJRGERS - FISK &
- ICECREAM 
Eat • PhDne in ■ Take out
at tho X-Road Mt. Nowton 
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» VvtVC 1 and ^ Af" Comets . come new
customer ... w Vines '^®
SPECIAL SALE
ON
Wliere to (01(11 your vlEllorr
ARDMORE GOLF COURSE, 9.30 Ardmore Dr. A West Sannich Road, Sidney ,1 
A cozy 9-hoIer, ideal for families. Beautiful scenery and .special twilight rates for 9-hole 







BRENTWOOD INN, 7172 Brtmtwood Drive, Brentwood, 6S2>il4L3.
SALMON FISHING, Boat Hemal, Guided Fishing Trips (all inclusive)
Tatnily fishing; in the protected Saanich Inlet, Brentwood Boat Rentals (1971) Ltd, at the' 
Ferry Dock, Brentwood Bay. Phone 652-1014,
HOTEL SIDNEV, 2557 Beacon Ave., Sidney, 6S6»LHI
Tue«l«y night. Pure Country featurlnR Rob HtiUls with Norm Winquist and Ralph 





WITH SPRING FILLED MATTRESS
DUR REG, PRICE *449**
i95
NOW
THE PRAIRIE INN, comer Mt, Newton X Road* and East Saunleli Rd. 656-1575 
Rela.x by (he lire and listen to live cntcrtalnmcm while playing Chess, CTibbhge, Checkers, 
Backgammon, Darts or Pool,
SIDNEY TRAVELODLSE, 2250 Beacon Ave., Sidney. 656-11714 
Foiitlei PlM« every Friday and Saturday night 9 - 2 n,m.. dance to the mvKle ofthe m 
featuring in the Lounge, Patrick Hughes, Traditional Britkh Fatenninment P-OO p.rnVio 
Midnight... .. ■ , ' , . ;■
9773 - 5111 Slreei 
656-5541
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Dead trees imsafe WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS 11-9
Aid. Jay Rangel told a 
committee B meeting 
Monday night council did 
have concerns about the 
bark beetle infestation in 
Ardmore — but only after 
asking the advice of the 
Pacific Forestry Research 
Centre.
Rangel said he asked 
Peter Root of the Centre 
“point blank” on three 
occasions if there was a, 
problem — prior to an 
official survey of the area.
“Each time he answered 
in the affirmative,” said 
Rangel. “Based on their 
advice it had been a concern 
with the municipality.”
Now, said Rangel, all of 
sudden there doesn’t appear 
to be a problem.
Rangel said an article in 
The Review Jan. 23 quoted 
Root as saying, “The dead 
trees in Ardmore did not 
threaten houses or power 
lines.”
However, Rangel said 
that was not true and there
are dangerous dead trees in word “forest” should have 
Ardmore. been inserted just after










WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
PRICES EFFECTIVE; JAN. 31, FEB. 1, 2 a 3, 1980
2405 BEACON AVE.
Town Square, Sidney 656-7522
OPEN MON.-SAT. 9:30 TO 5:30 
SUN. 12 NOON TILL 4 P.M.
High winds Friday night knocked down this 
advance warning light in southbound lane off 
Pat Bay Highway near McTavish. RCMP 









2328 Beacon Ave. (Directly across trom Safeway 
Order Now for Feb. 14th Delivery
It was a crazy scene and it 
took place in Sunshine 
Secretarial Services on 
Beacon Avenue last 
Wednesday. There was 
Sunshine herself, Suzanne 
Rangel, Trident’s Jerry 
Vavarek and Derrick Lock, 
and the town’s barber Fred 
Thornton.
Suzanne was hitting the
come on down to the office, 
she told him. I’ve got niy 
banjo with me.
Vavarek only stopped to 
pick up Lock, a member of 
the company’s management 
team, and soon they were 
esconsed in Suzanne’s 
office along with barber 
Fred, belting out the soiig 
dedicated to Trident.
★ MISC. CHILDREH’S GAMES & 




ALL AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
Susanne Rangel
Cornish's Book & Stationeiy
2410 BEACON AVE. 656-2931
banjo and the four of them 
were bawling out a song.
. “It sounded like we’d 
■been on a 10-day binge,” 
says Suzanne. “In fact, it 
was so bad it was good.”
It all started when 
Suzanne — who felt .sad but 
also a little mad at Trident’s 
plight — composed a song 
cmitletl They Don't Build 
Planes in Sidney Anymore,
She sent Vavarek, chief 
e.xcctiiivc at Trident, a copy 
with a little note which 
read, “Hope this cheers you
up.
The ne,\t day (Wed- 
nestlay) Jerry phoned, 
tickled pink, and asked 
Suzanne what tnusic the 
song svas set to.
It's an original com­
position, says Suzanne, Ihit
Jerry wanted Suzanne to 
sing it at a rally of his 
workers a t - a n - a 11 - 
Candidates meeting at S.,1. 
Willis school but the 
vivacious blonde mother of 
two felt she’d already done 
her bit by composing the 
words and music.
You’ll have to get 
.someone else to sing it, she 
said, So Jerry managed to 
talk University of Victoria 
student Karen Bigelow into 
it, mtide more than WV 
copies ol the song .iiid the 
meeting got underwaywith 
everybody singing 
Suzatme's masterpiece,
Then, says Suzanne, 
Victoria radio stations 
picked it up. “Finally, I got 
one of my songs on the 
air!”
The Fisher woodstove; 
Ciinada^ number one cold itanedy.
No, not the "sitiffleH" kind of cold. 
Ralhtn, Hit? kind of cttlfl you feel 
when you’ve atl yout ihennoslat 
fgtek to 65® to save money on your 
hent bill (only it didn’t), When 
you’ve Kot that kind of cold, you 
need ;i Fisher Stove, i 
Wftod is inexpensive, plentiful, and 
best of all it's renewtiltle. When the 
sheiks rencli the IxitUmi of the
Iftinel, Cnnada will still have trees, 
If your heat bill leaves you cold, 
it's time you warmed up to your 
own Fisher wtxidstove. As Author­
ized Fisher Stoves Dealers, we’ll 
hell) you seled the ImsIut model 
that be.st solves your heating prob­




Wood Heal Specialists serving the Peninsula
9-5 Mon In 9af
9788 - 2nd St, Sidney 656-3831
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Foreign investment
When Finance Minister Hugh Curtis says 
foreign investment is poised to enter British 
Columbia — and the Social Credit govern­
ment is ready to welcome it — he is no doubt 
ready to counter the arguments of those 
economic nationalists who rise up in horror at 
the suggestion of more U.S., Japanese or 
West German dollars. These are the people 
who argue that foreign interests already 
control far too much of Canada, and they can 
be relied on to direct more flak at Curtis.
The problem in Canada seems to be that 
either the money is not available within the 
country to finance large scale ventures — or if 
it is available, Canadian investors often 
shrink from investing in their own country.
Today it is the New Democrats who are 
making the most noise about Canadians 
controlling their own economic future — if 
necessary with the backing of government — 
but we should remember that it was Canada’s 
first prime minister — Sir John A 
MacDonald, a Tory, who backed the 
Canadian Pacific Railway venture.
Government partnership with industry is 
therefore a strong Canadian tradition.
Foreign investment is not good or bad in 
itself: it depends on the use to which it is put, 
and the role of government is to see that 
Canada and Canadians obtain the maximum 
benefit from -such- investment, encouraging 
only that which is deemed beneficial. This 
may involve some financial partnership 
between government and industry or specif 
legislation to ensure a measure of government 
control.
Both the provincial Sdcfed ah 
Tories preach and practice restraint, but 
historically B;C. Social Credit has beehmore' 
open to government involvement where vital 
interests are concerned than the J oe Clark 
Tories.
easily to mind — B.C. 
Hydro, B.C. Ferries, and more recently, 
further share purchases in B.C. Tel.
Curtis, representing a still restraint­
conscious but more pragmatic provincial 
government, has already expressed his 
dismay at the Tory decision on Trident — and 
this probably represents the impatience of the 
pragmatists with the purists.
We hope that when Curtis elaborates on the 
investment initiatives he has so far only 
hinted at, the pragmatic approach will 
prevail. And that means taking a hard look at 
those dollars and what they will mean to B.C.
Unacceptable
Indignation has been properly expressed by 
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey when she says 
B.C, Tel’s refusal to install a telephone booth 
outside the RCMP detachment office in the 
town is “totally unacceptable.”
Council’s request for a public telephone in 
that location was prompted by the fact that 
RCMP staff arc somellmes out on patrol and 
the neccessity may arise — for someone 
visiting the dctachmeru office and finding it 
closed — to make an urgent phone call.
And it could, as Aid. Glen McMillan says, 
be a matter of life or death.
The citizens of Sidney have a right to e.xpect 
this service from a company which made a 
profit of $52 million in 1979.
B.C. Tel’s refusar to comply with this 
reasonable request is unrealistic, un­
sympathetic and, yes, totally unacceptable.
WEATHER SUMMARY
Windsurfers in All Bay, Sunday.
nunt result, Sidney and North Saanich contribute
about $200,000 extra to the annual operating costs.
As fte headline in last -'week’s Review entitled go to the polls his yearto vote bn another million or two
Recreation as Important as Sewers caught my eye, my for the recreation centre, let us go armed with simple,
immediate reaction was, how could anyqne ^ke such a ; straightforward, accurate knowledge of the present
staternent? As I read on. I; realized why lylr. Storner operation. I have yet to hear anyprie argueThat our
, made ,the statement, but I deplore his| extmmely ill- : centre is npt,a decided asset to our community. Why, 
chosen comparison. . then, must information about recreation finances be: '
Also, as I read on I was pleased by the high rate of: either completely lacking or clouded with distortion and
usage of the centre, a sure indication that it is filling a 
real, need in our community. My pleasure, however, 
turned to increasing dismay, and by the time I had 
reached the middle of the second column I exploded in 
indignation, and even anger, at the statement beginning, 
“The centre makes money operationally.”
Mr. Storrier must be woefully ignorant of the true 
finances of the Recreation Centre. Confused though he 
may be over the financial aspects of recreation, 
statements made in the article are inexcusable coming 
from the centre manager.
The statement that the annual debt repayment for the 
capital cost of the centre is $ 168,000 is true, this amount 
remaining relatively constant from year to year. To say, 
however, that the centre loses money because of this 
debt is .simply not true. I repeat, not in any way true.
In approving the referendum for the centre, the 
taxpayers committed themselves to the repayment of the 
capital cost whether the centre be used or not. No one 
has even suggested that the operating revenues from the 
centre be used to cover this debt. Let us not confuse the 
issue with such statements.
The operation of the centre is an entirely different 
matter. Contrary to statements made in the article, the 
centre docs not make money operationally, for ex­
penditures at the centre far outstrip revenues. In the 
1979 budget, for example, operation revenues fell short 
of expenditures by some $300,000. In 1979 Sidney and 
North Saanich not only paid the annual debt charge of 
about $168,000 but also paid an additional $374,000 to 
cover the 1978 deficit and the estimated 1979 del'icit, 
There may even be an additional deficit to cover when 
the 1979 statements are available.
A large portion, incidentally, of this operational 
deficit, is a resuit of significant numbers of Central 
Saanich residents using the centre. To argue to the 
contrary is nonsense, since the cost of operation of such 
recreation facilities is most "certainly related ip the 
number of people using them.
To argue, in addition, that we should not mention 
this fact because penin.sula residents formerly used 
Victoria facilities is an illogical argument. For examplCi 
the number of peninsula residents using the old Gryfital 
F’ooi was never any more than a very small fraction of 
the total users, whereas the number of Central Saanich 
residents using the centre forms a high percentage of the 
total. ■■ . '
half-truths? What is there to fear from the truth?
And please, don’t tell us that the proposed restaurant 
will probably make enough money to help pay off the 
capitaldebt, as we suggested in a previous issue of The 
Review. If anyone has such a mai-velous secret for 
operating a publicly supported restaurant, then I am 
sure that the B.C. Ferries Corporation would pay so 
handsomely for it that our recreation centre would be 
debt free!
Stanly Dear, 
10S26 Allbay Road, 
Sidney
Harsh realities
Trident employees whose incomes are affected by the 
taxpayers’ refusal to pour any more money into the 
Trigull promotion are entitled to feel disappointed. It 
was a nice try. But no amount of wishful thinking will 
alter the harsh economic realities which all of us must 
face in daily life.
As so often happens in these enticing schemes, the 
final cost was badly under-estimated, and what was 
. originally hoped to be an inexpensive and marketable 
sport-plane turned out to be beyond the financial reach 
of its intended market.
This is why the Bricklin fell flat on its face and its 
government financing had to be cut off,
There arc smart and aggressive people in the 
established aircraft industry, it’s a safe bet that if 
Cessna or Piper .saw any possibility after (he dcmi.se of 
the Sea-Bcc of developing a profitablemarket for a light 
amphibian they would have done so years ago. They 
didn't for .very sound reasons,
The former Liberal government, acting through 
treasury hoard, offered $2 ittillion of additional loans, 
but only if Trident re.strictcd its activities to buying and 
assembling the Trigull parts, and creating an effective 
sales group, As it turned out, Trident could not meet 
these loan-conditions, so the additional federal money 
was not forthcoming.
The Clark government simply confirmed the previous 
Liberal position. It was nothing more than honest 
Tccogniiion of fact, however painful, regardless of the 
foreseeable political consequences. It is strange that the 
Coiillnued on Pages
60 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
From llic Jan. 29,1920 issuv.
Under “ItemsTrom Salt Spring" appeared this partial 
account of a very Inirlgning story: “On the night of 
Friday, Jan. 23, at 11:10 the Inhabitants of Salt Spring 
were greatly siatilcd when a loud rumble followed by a 
violent quiver of the grimnd ran from the south to the 
north end of the Island. There were three distinct shocks 
which lasted « few second.« each. The last, which was 
decidely not the least, made everyone feel like saying 
their prayers,
“Tome thought that the plum at .Tamer, 1:,land had 
exploded, but as It was pitch dark at the lime of the 
quaking that belief was vetoed as much an explosion 
would cavwe the sky to he illuminated,
“A lecond hellef was that we had only felt the tail end 
of some dreadful earthquake in Mexico, as the last one
of a week or so ago was fresh in our minds. However, 
we were all very thankful to learn that it wn.s only a local 
affair of no serious na-"
And there the article stops — obviously the remainder 
of the .story wu,s lo.si during‘makc-up by the printers, 
Fcihaps any oldtimcrs who remember what happened 
will contact the Review sb we can let everyone in on the 
secret.
50 YEARS AGO TH IS WEEK:
From (he Jan. JO, 19J0 ls.suc.
The editor of The Review, Hugh .1. McIntyre, had 
sonic yctoi* cailici inveiiicd a dillcicnt type ol clieckci 
board ~ one with a cross in the middle and different 
rules than the usual game. The board — manufactured 
in Sidney — was by 1930 in use in the U.S., England, 
rraiwc, Ddghun, Cliinti, Japan, Ausiialia, and half a 
dojfcn other countries around the world, In addition
McIntyre set up a special "McIntyre Challenge Cup", 
emblematic of the championship of B.C. Winner in 
1930, and holder of the cup for four years in succession, 
was Mrs. G H. McLean of Patricia Hay,
40 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK
From the .Ian, Ji, 1940 iisue,
Goddard and Co. of .Sidney, manufactiirers of the
famous A-K boiler compound, ere celebrating their 50th 
anniversary,
AO YEARS aGG THIS WFHK 
FrsnniheFeb. 1,1950liMiue. '
The Prairie Inn, first built in 1859 by the lute H. 
Simpson, has been sold by its propricior of the last nine 
vMTt — H.A. Dompas, New owners arc Mr. and Mrs. 
J.E. Buckley of Calgary,
Max. Temp. (Jon. 22) 
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Brought to you through the courtesy of
whyte manm
oar new arxl used • sail and power
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven.)
FULFORD HARBOUR 
Times Shown are "Standard Times"
Thu, 0605 11.1 1115 8.8 1510 9.8 2235 2.1
Fri, 0635 11.0 1155 8.5 1545 9.7 2305 2.4
Sat. 0700 11.0 1220 8.1 1650 9.4 2340 2.8
Sun. 0720 10.9 1300 7.7 1735 9.1
,Mon. 0015 3.4 0755 10.9 1345 7.2 1850 8.8
Tue. 0055 4.2 0805 10.8 1425 6.7 1930 8.4
Wed. 0115 5.1 0845 10.7 1515 6.2 2035 8.2
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Sunday, Feb. 3 
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School
Wednesday, Feb. 6 
10:00 a.m. Communion 
Thursday, Feb. 7 
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10:00 a,m. Christian 
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11:00 a.m, Worship 
. .Service
7:00 p.m.Praise* Share 
Thursday
7:00 p.m. Bible Study 
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Elk lake
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Sundoy School ‘ 
SHADY CREEK 
71B0 East Soanich Rd. 
9:45 o.m. 
BRENTWOOD 
7162 West Saonich Rd.
11; 15 a.m.
Baby Fold Provided
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 




10030 Third St., Sidney 
(while under coristruction) 
Saturday Mass only 
7 p.m. at St. Paul’s;










7:30 p.m. Wctincsclay 
Prayer'
ALL ARE WELCOME 
Pastor H.E, Dawc.s 
656-6940
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Rev. Tom Gardner 
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There is one thing certain about the Capital 
Regional District’s proposed three-cent a gallon 
gasoline tax to fund the area transit system — it’s not 
popular with peninsula politicians.
Both Sidney and North Saanich councils are on 
record against the proposed gas tax (.7 cents per litre 
in metric measure), while two Central Saanich 
mayoralty candidates have also opposed the CRD plan
But an alternative to the gas tax is another matter. 
At Monday night’s meeting Sidney council turned 
down a proposal to implement a sales tax within the 
CRD municipalities because, it says, there is no 
legislation for it and there just isn’t time to introduce 
it.
But the feeling around the peninsula is that the sales 
tax is in fact the answer.
Mayor Eric Sherwood, for example, says the sales 
tax is the “perfect solution” for transit funding’. “A 
one-cent sales tax increase would raise $13.6 million,” 
said Sherwood, “So just putting it up one-half a cent 
would be enough to offset the operational deficit.”
Sherwood added that tourists visiting the area 
would also help pay for the transit system through the 
sales tax.
But Sherwood also wants to go one step further — 
the establishment of a peninsula transit system.
“We already have our own recreation and water 
commission,” he said, “and may even have a fire 
commission sometime in the future — why not a 
transit commission?”
Peninsula municipalities 
search for the answer to the 
three~cent~a-gallon gasoline tax
He suggested the peninsula communities would 
initiate the transit system only if the CRD refuses to 
improve service here.
“If they (CRD) can’t accomodate this (improved 
service) in their plan, then we should do it ourselves.”
Sherwood pointed out North Saanich’s community 
plan calls for bus service from residential areas to 
Sidney for transfer downtown, and for an inter­
municipal service — for example between Sidney, 
Brentwood, the ferry terminal, the recreation centre, 
and the Oceanographic Institute.
“1 think we’ve overlooked this.” said Sherwood, 
“We should be negotiating (with CRD) for this.”
Central Saanich alderman and mayoral candidate 
Dave Hill agrees with Sherwood. Hill said the gas tax 
is a “double penalty” for peninsula residents.
Hill said the transit service is poorer to the peninsula
and the distances longer.
“A sales tax would allow people who spend the 
most money to pay for the service,” he said. “The 
more 1 think about it (a sales tax), the more I like it.”
However, he cautioned he did not think the answer 
was to push service to outlying areas that were not in 
need of it simply to justify charging three cents a 
gallon tax.
“That may just increase the costs while the service 
may not be needed,” Hill said.
Hill also agreed with Sherwood on the need for an 
inter-municipal bus service.
“But we stilt have to have a transit service to down 
town,” added Hill. He said the peninsula 
municipalities have to look at a transit service that 
extends beyond their own boundaries.
Hill also suggested the CRD take a realistic look at
fares. “It costs 50 cents to go from Woodwards to the 
Bay but $I to go from Brentwood to the Bay.”
Meanwhile, Central Saanich’s other candidate in the 
mayor’s race Aid. Frank Waring, said the proposed 
gas tax “is not a fair way of doing it. I think the gas 
thing is crazy,” said Waring.
Waring said there is nothing wrong with having the 
subsidy on the B.C. Hydro bill — as it is presently. 
“The B.C. government is only trying to get the bill off 
B.C. Hydro’s back and onto the taxpayers’ back,” 
said Waring.
He also advised that the problem is a crucial ~ one 
with more and more people planning to use the transit 
system in the future.
“Maybe we should take another look someday at 
the interurban electric railway,” suggested Waring. 
He said Italy now uses electric rail cars for its transit 
system.
But Waring was non-committal on the suggestion 
for an intermunicipal transit system.
He said he would have to look into the suggestion 
before he comments further “But what success have 
we had when the three municipalities have gotten 
together?” he asked.
Sidney Aid. Daryl Ashby is an outspoken opponent 
of the CRD’s gas tax and said he endorsed North 
Saanich’s position lOO percent'.
Ashby also said he would like to see the whole 
transit system analysed and private companies asked 
for their views. “Maybe we can do the whole thing for 
half price,” he said.
Right now, said Ashby, we are going to end up with 
fantastic transit system for the core municipalities and 
Saanich, “but we’ll be paying for it. ” i8
New. chamber president Ray Moore.
Members of Sidney-North Saanich chamber of 
commerce turned out in force last Friday for the annual 
installation dinner chaired by outgoing president Denis 
Paquette and featuring Finance Minister and Saanich 
and the Islands MLA Hugh Curtis as guest speaker.
Paquette, said membership had increased 35 per cent 
over 1979, the chamber had operated a successful 
tourist bureau and for the first time was able to offer a 
life insurance plan.
It was also the first year, he said, that the chamber 
had employed a full time manager with part-time pay.
Installation of officers was carried out by. Sidney 
Mayor Norma Sealey, who told the chamber she was 
“looking forward to great things coming from the 
chamber after looking at the list of directors.”
Sealey said she was “very impressed” with new 
president, Ray Moore, “I think he will be a tiuly great 
...deader,”, she said.
The mayor said she was looking forward'to working 
with the chamber on plans for the breakwater and
e.xpressed some pleasure that Moore and chamber 
director Gary Wilson were members of the ad hoc 
breakwater committee.
“1 think we’re all going to go places,” she said.
In his first speech as president, Moore pointed out the 
chamber was funded by the business community. “We 
should continue to remember that growth of the 
business community will lead to the growth and benefit 
of all.
“I see nothing wrong with promoting the business 
community — I’rri proud to be here to do it,” he said.
Moore paid tribute to chamber vice-president Bob 
Ward, noting how Ward had worked for two years for 
the establishment of the breakwater. “I’m very happy 
Gary (Wilson) and I will be working postively with the 
town on this,” he said.
He pointed out that in 1979 the chamber had 
established a business information officel: It was the 
chamber’s intent, he said, to publicize and make more 
useful the information referral service to businesses and 
potential business people in the area; ;
Ideas for the coming year include involving more 
members in committee work. Moore said the respon­
sibility for the chamber does not stop with the executive 
and “1 want members to come forward and work on 
committees.
“If we consider the chamber to be a positive force we 
must work together ~ and I look forward to that. ”
Moore told members the executive was appointing a 
liaison director to work with the two councils — “that 
way I hope we’ll have better information.”
The next chamber meeting is Feb. 21 at the Deep 
CoveChalet.
Officers installed included: Ray Moore, president; 
Bill Morris, manager; Denis Paquette, past president. 
Vice-president Graham Ward was absent.
Directors: Murray Christian, June Christman^ Mark 
Dickinson, Karel Drost, Graham Fletcher, Marion 
Turner, Hank Vissers and Gary Wilson. '
Guests at the head table! included North Saanich 
Mayor Eric Sherw-pod and his wife, ;Xnn; and: Sidney ; 
Mayor Norma Sealey and husband Mike.
Continued from Page 4
local Liberal candidate repudiates his own party’s 
previous position and actions,
Canada is buying billions of dollars of commercial 
aircraft, notably from Boeing, and there is no reason 
why a substantial portion of these purchases .should not 
be sub-contracted for fabrication locally, as a source of 
employment for Trident personnel.
This is something useful and will be needed far into 
the future, It does not require taxpayer-funded ex­
perimentation with aircraft designs which have been 
previously rejected by more knowledgeable builders.
Money, both public and private is becoming in­
creasingly scarce, that is why interest rates arc rising, 
and we can no longer afford to blow our limited 
resources on romantic dreams. There arc too many old- 
age pensioners who must go hungry in order to pay their 
taxes, and just cannot afford to finance ntiy more 





When you stroll into .Sanscha Hall to play bad­
minton, bingo, pick up yoitr daughter after her dancing 
lesson, browse at a flea market, go to a dance, or a 
Christmas Sltow; when you play, conch or watch the 
ball gatnes or go to Sidney Days in the summer, does it 
ever occur to you what our community would be 
witltout Sanscha Hall grounds?
You know, there's a lot of heritage, a lot of work, lots 
of people involvement and lots of love built into our 
community centre going right back to 1922 when the 
land was bought by the then Women’s Institute from 
funds raised by tea-parties and the like,
Since then, the hall has been built and the grounds 
developed mostly by volunteer labour. The mnintanance 
and operation has continued through the eftorls of 
successive unpaid groups -■ Sanscha’s board of 
directors, supported by volunteer workers,
To protect the property in perpetuity for rccrcntlonal, 
cultural, community and athletic activities, the property 
was pul in trust with the Royal Trust Co. of Victoria 
Subsequently, .Sidney and North Saanich Community 
Hall Association (SANSCHA) became the lessee to 
operate the Hall and Kt'ound:i.
It belongs, not to the Town of Sidney nor the 
Municipality of North Saanich, but to us, you and I, 
and it remains the focal point of our community.
Think about Sanscha,
Think about the Sanscha .Susies who got together in 
1961, ran a big Christma.s bazaar each year and paid for
the tiles on the floor, lighting in the hail, original 
parking lot, stage curtains, kitchen furnishings, etc.
Look at the plaques on the walls indicating the groups 
who donated to finish the inside of the hall.
Think about Sanscha today.
Take a good look and vi.sualize, in its place, a 
shopping plaza, a service station, an apartment complex 
or a MacDonalds who would do it all for you but in a 
different way.
Sanscha is an inviolate entity, untouched by the profit 
motive and uninvolved in union contracts. It’s a people 
thing, let’s keep it that way.
There will be the annual meeting at 7i30 p.m, Jan. 30. 
All members will have voice and vote to elect board 
members for the year, You become a member by paying 
$1 at the door or phone Connie Kingcrlec at 656-1063 
for information.
Present membership is 61 but we could use a 
thousand. Won’t you get involved?
See you on Jan. 30, Where? Well, Sanscha Hall 




1 have been doing rc.scnrch on ’’purification of 
drinking water, North American style”
Algae in our water helps reduce the carbon dioxide 
content, but algae can also cause a water treating 
problem when they die off.
To kill off the algae, copper sulfate is introduced to 
the water. Some re.scrvoirs arc treated with heavy doses 
of activated carbon, this darkens the water and blacks 
out the sun to Slop the growth of algae.
First phase of water treatment is chlorination. In 
large water .systems, chlorine is added in a gas form.
Next step to purify water is to mix water with 
chemicals so ns to form a floe (a light loose muss that 
will combine with impurities “and precipitate them).
The final step In purification is to see to it that there is 
a proper amount of "free” chlorine in the water. The 
chlorine that was added earlier may have been used up 
and may have to be added again and again.
This treatment is for .surface water. The chemical 
treatment for ground water is yet another thing. Fof 
myself, after 17 years of beautiful pure well water 
untreated while living up on Dean Park road, there Is no 
comparison.
Now that we are on the Sooke l.rrke drinking witter, I 
vvould prefer it treated only through sand and charcoal 
niters and all other forms of chemicals left out. Just 
pure H20K4C. or 39,2 F:)
Maybe uui vsatet woiks dcitailmcnl could iiifuiin of 
us of the exact way they purify our water and what 
chemicals are used throughout the process? Is Sookc 
lake at least 100 feet deep and U tlie water taken at the 




IT'S NOT A BIG DEAL, BUT...
... DURING P.C.A. STATEMENT PERIODS IN WHICH 
A CUSTOMER’S MINIMUM BALANCE IS $200 OR MORE, 
T.D. CANCELS THE normal 16* CHARGE
PER CHEQUE ...
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For Ladies & Men
WIDE SELECTION OF LEATHER 
COATS, SUEDES & ULTRA 
SUEDES - ACCESSORIES ETC.
DRESS MAKING AND 
DESIGNING — ALTERATIONS 
2497 BEACON AVE. 656-0331
Wright wants ALR exclusion
Victoria aldeiman and Sealand owner Bob Wright 
has approached North Saanich council with a request to 
exclude some 25 acres of land from the Agricultural 
Land Reserve.
The request includes a report on the agricultural 
capability of the land prepared by R&H Services — a 
Surrey, B.C. agricultural consulting firm.
The report — the first step in an appeal process that 
will eventually go to the B.C. Land Commission — 
concludes that the land within the ALR “has very 
limited potential for agricultural use” based on soil 
studies.
The land in question is 25.8 acres belonging to North 
Saanich Marina Ltd. — formerly Bosun’s Marina, and 
owned by Wright. It is located southwest of Swartz Bay 
ferry terminal, just off Swartz Bay Road and adjacent 
to Blue Heron Basin.
Wright has been thwarted in his attempts to develop 
the land. In May, 1978, he offered North Saanich
municipality 12 acres of a 37-acre package — including 
3,000 feet of waterfront.
In return he asked for permission to develop the 
remaining 25 acres — 15 as residential housing and the 
other 10 as marina.
After a rebuff by the municipality he changed the 
offer, — dropping his plan to develop the 15 acres and 
instead offered it to the municipality “at a fair market 
value” for parkland.
However, this proposal was also rejected by North 
Saanich.
Now Wright has asked that council review the 
agricultural capability report and make a recom­
mendation so that the marina can then take the appeal 
to the Capital Regional District and finally the B.C. 
Land Commission.
The report itself concludes: “Portions of the subject 
property have the inherent capability to produce some 
agricultural crops. However there are a variety of 
constraints to the development-of a viable agricultural
operation on this property. ’ ’
These constraints include:
•The fact the area within the ALR is for the most part 
densely covered with forest which would need clearing 
for farming.
•Drainage and irrigation would be needed to “obtain 
reasonable productivity”, both of which, the report 
states, are questionable in this particular area.
•The size of the property wich will be cut in half 
because of a 200-foot setback between the mudflats in 
Tseum Harbour and any development on adjoining 
lands.
•The property is close to a number of- marinas and 
urban developments which would also be constraining.
However, North Saanich council indicated it will not 
take into consideration the agricultural capability of the 
land, but will instead examine if the request follows the 
community plan and if it is in the public’s best interest.
The report was sent to committee A where it will be 
studied and recommendations made.




North Saanich council is 
not stalling on Bob 
Wright’s appeal to the B.C. 
Land Commission for 
exclusion of 25.8 acres from 
the Agricultural Land 
Reserve.
At least that’s the 
message council passed on 
Jan. 21 to Wright and 
associates.
At that meeting council 
received a letter from T.W. 
Loney and Associates 
representing Wright, asking 
that council consider the 
application and produce a 
recommendation at the 
earliest possible date.
Loney noted the ap­
plication was received by 
council Jan. 7 and referred
to committee for review.
“Under the normal 
meeting schedule,” wrote 
Loney, “committee A 
would have considered the 
matter on Jan. 14, which 
would have placed the 
committee recommendation 











Must be cleared to make room 
for
NEW SPRING ARRIVALS
Dresses, Sportswear, Blouses 
Slacks, Sweaters, Lingerie, etc.
20%-50%off
Styles for All Ages.
SILVER COINS 
WANTED
Conada 1968 diid prior 
y.S, 1964 and prior
; -Olympic :Sllyer :CoinS:;: - ■
& GLENDA CHERAMY
(7 DAYS A WEEK)
CO "OP
out the committee A 
meeting scheduled for Jan. 
14 was not held, and the 
next regular meeting is Feb. 
11, followed by a council 
meeting on Feb. 18.
But, he said, that is just 
not quick enough for them 
to meet with the B.C. Land 
Commission at their 
quarterly hearings Feb. 19.
“We are... concerned 
that the recommendation of 
North Saanich Municipality 
will not be available in time 
for the Land Commission 
hearings scheduled for Feb. 
19,”-said Loney.
“As hearings are held 
quarterly, this would result 
in a three to four month 
delay.”
But council pointed out 
that the committee A 
meeting scheduled for Jan. 
14 had been moved ahead 
to accomodate a Capital 
Regional District deadline, 
and was in fact, held prior 
to receipt of the appeal 
application.
“You can’t please 






suggested immediate action 
be taken so the application 
could be forwarded to the 
Land Commission before 
Feb. 19.
But Mayor Eric Sher­
wood asked, “W'hat’s the 
urgency? Isn’t it best to do 
it right?”
Sherwood pointed out 
that though council should 
not comment on the 
agricultural capability of 
the land, it should make 
comments in other areas, 
such as the effect on the 
environment, adherence to 
the community plan, etc.
A proposal to subdivide a 
30-acre parcel on Tatlow 
Road which is currently 
within the Agricultural
Land Reserve has been 
referred to the planning 
comrnittee y by / North 
Saanich council.
Tke application / f^^ 
appeal to the B.C. Land 
Commission has been 
submitted by K. Pearce, 209
- 1095 McKenzie Ave.,
Victoria, and calls for the 
property to be split into 
four lots of some 7:5 acres 
'•'each;':
Pearce said in a letter to 
council his family planned 
to live on one of the lots 
..and three other f^ilies .on 
the other three lots.
“We... would like to 
stress that our application is 
not one related to
development of the 
property for commercial . 
purposes,” he said. " 
“We are four families 
who greatly desire to > 
construct principal 
residences and live in your “ 
community^ We' fer “he /
- a 1. ;.^jresi dentj-al/hpbb:
•: farm use of the land would - ;; ■ 
not have any detrimental 
effects bn your com->‘ 
■munity.”':'-" v,
i'’,**' , It
. .. .. ,
UTIIITV
FRYERS
WHOLE lb 79' 
CUT-UP . 89*











Himm $0291 JN SOYA SAUCE bs,
McCAlN'S Parisiene or Floratine









ovm $i4,m RmRNm TO
fho last two years through the Members Only Sale
Qver $ 11,9S0 Savings through tho Momo Heating Program 
last year and oven more this year,
2* a gallon discount on gasoline at our Gas Bar,
THESE ARC A FEW OF THE REASOWS 
/MORE & MORE PEOPLE ARE SHOPPING CO OP.
CILERY






CO-OP 14 oz, « «««
IN TOMATO SAUCE 3(orV-iS
COFFEE
MAXWELl HOUSE 1 lb.
MIX OR MATCH
FANCY CREAM CORN
CO-OP 10 oz. 2 for 65’
PRICES EFFECTIVE
Thurs, iJiiu Sat 
or while stock lasts








MACARONI DINNER PURE APPLE JUICE HONEYCOMBS
KRAFT 225 gr. 2 (or 69’ CO-OP 1.36 litre $105 POST 400 gr.
COCONUT THE LONDON TEA PINEAPPLE
CO-OP 7 oz. 59’ ISO's $139 . DEL MONTE 14 or. 2 for 99’
CHEESE SLICES ALPHA BITS BATHROOM TISSUE






TIDE 6 litre $339
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Council in dark 
on airport task force
A brief from the federal task force on airport 
management seemed to catch North Saanich council by 
surprise at its Jan. 21 meeting — primarily because it 
was the first direct communication between council and 
the task force.
Council seemed slightly confused as to the exact 
purpose of the task force and a unsure of the brief.
“The task force apparently started in 1978,” said 
Aid. Harold Parrott, “and I’m surprised council hasn’t 
received any information until just recently.”
in fact, the first time the task force came to council’s 
attention was at the Jan. 7 meeting when Parrott passed 
on some information about it from the Capital Regional 
District.
At that time Aid. Jim Camming noted it was the first 
he had heard of it, yet the airport is within the boun­
daries of North Saanich.
He also expressed surprise that the CRD had already 
set up a commission to examine the proposed 
realignment of airport management, but council had 
not officially heard of the task force.
Apparently former mayor George Westwood was the 
only member of council in attendance at a meeting with 
the task force last Oct. 16 in Victoria — the results of 
which council never received.
Parrott told council Jan. 21 that basically the brief 
suggests the federal government turn over the
Wise guys
management of 25 airports to local authorities.
However, Parrott pointed out that North Saanich is 
not mentioned in any of the briefs that he is aware of, 
and that perhaps Victoria city council is responsible for 
setting up a management commission for Pay Bay 
Airport.
“1 can’t figure out where we fit into the airport 
commission,” said Parrott.
He added there is also no mention of what will 
happen to the federal grant the municipality currently 
receives in lieu of airport property taxes.
Aid. Edgar Farthing suggested, “Until we find out 
where we are with this, it is pointless to discuss it.”
Like Sidney council, then. North Saanich council 
deferred any judgement of the proposed realignment of 
airport management until more information is received. 





doesn’t always pay — as two 
found out in Victoria
Being the wise guy 
Central Saanich teenagers 
provincial court last week.
Following a flippant answer, judge Harold Alder 
changed his mind and gave two teenagers a short jail 
sentence instead of a light fine.
Dean Lawrence Harper, 19, and Bernard Joseph 
Lang, 17, pleaded guilty to a joint charge of causing a 
disturbance by shouting on New Year’s day on Mar- 
chant Road near Brentwood Bay.
Crown counsel Richard Law told the court the pair — 
obviously intoxicated — were observed by Central 
Saanich police staggering, hollering, and shouting.
They were warned about the noise but continued 
on, forcing police to arrest them and transport them 
back to the police station where they were held over­
night.
Alder handed each youth a $25 fine, and asked when 
they could pay the fines.
“L'don’t know,” came the response from one of 
rthem. ■
Alder told the youths they better spend a few days in
jail instead, and gave each two days in jail. x .
Community plan 
adopted
After three public 
hearings the town’s 
community plan has been 
adopted by Sidney council, 
but there may be some 
amendments to it in the 
future if the breakwater 
plan goes through.
Currently, council is 
seeking funding for another 
traffic and transportation 
study which will include 
consideration of the break­
water if it goes ahead, town 
administrator Geoff Logan 
said Friday.
Logan said the province 
would likely pay two-thirds 














National's manufactured home package has set a standard for the industry in the quality of materials and construction me­
thods used in building. Now, lower lumber prices mean extra savings for you. National’s new CASH REBATE makes the 
purchase of a National Home Package even more attractive. You can take delivery of your building package by April 30th, 
1980. We will give youbur normal 4% Cash Discount,
National Homes rtjserves 
tlie right to withdraw this 
oflor, should material 
costs increase drastically
Mapp^ Upper Mall 
Town Square 
Srh& Beacon
Register Now For 
Evening Courses in
sCHlNESE COOKING (FEB. 5) 
•JAPANESE COOKING (FEB. 12) 
•CREPES (FEB. 19)
•MEATLESS GOURMET (MAR. 4) 
•MICRO WAVE (MAR. 11) '
$3.50 each class or $20.00 ccimplete course
TaRjegister Phone 656-4711
then within 2 weeks you will receiveour CASH REBATE 
cheque for $500: $750 or $1000 (dependant on the size 
of your home) — We know you will be able to use the 
extra money when building your new home.
Phone your National Representative today, put his 





GET NATIONAL’S COLOUR HOMES 
CATALOGUE AND MORE INFORMA­












TOWN SQUARE (5th & Beacon)
(ELEVATOR AT PARKING LOT ENTRANCE)
■or mi our
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SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535 
Canada Grade 'A' SPSdM
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The only "steam"ca!T»®« 
with tt^'Vibrotbg .brush. 
Cleans upholstery too! 
You can do it youneif. Just 
see how Rng.Dvoctor’s 
exdudve vibVatinsbrash 
sleaiu cteaniBg Bctioa 
' goes to work on 
your home, auto, R. V.,' 
carpeU & opholsteryl ’
— SIDNEY SUPER 
AVE., SIDNEY
Sidney council is 
unhappy with B.C. Tel - 
and the company will be 
getting a letter soon ex­
pressing the mayor and 
aldermens’ feelings.





— BRENTWOOD HARDWARE, TRAFALGAR 
SQUARE, BRENTWOOD. 652-2822.
a request by council for the 
installation of a telephone 
outside the Sidney RCMP 
detachment on 4th Street. 
Instead, the company has 
put a sign in that location 
advising where the nearest 
telephone can be found.
“I find it totally unac­
ceptable,” Mayor Norma 
Sealey said Monday night, 
adding the company’s 
profits in 1979 came to $52 
million.
‘‘They’re more con­
cerned with volume of use 
than providing a service, 
she said.
And she told council 
“We have a situation that 
warrants a telephone service 
and we should continue to








































BOB CAMERON ON ENERGY
BOB CAMERON will work to establish Energy 
Conservation Programs:
•IMPROVED AND EXPANDED HOME 
INSULATION PROGRAMS
•FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR ALTERNATIVE
ENERGYSOURCES^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
•MORE FUEL EFFICIENT CARS






4488 WEST SAANICH RD.
wmi
ESQUIMAU 
802 ESQUIMALT RD. 
, V ■ 3824321
Authorized by the Official Agent for Bob Cameron.
press B.C. Tel on this 
matter.”
Aid. Glen McMillan said 
circumstances might arise 
where ‘‘it could be a matter 
of life or death” and 
suggested B.C. Tel be made 
aware that it could be 
responsible in such a 
situation.
Council unanimously 
approved a motion by 
McMillan that another 
letter be sent the company .
Mayor Sealey said 
problems could arise when 
the RCMP office is closed 
and officers are on patrol. 
If people call there, find it 
closed and need to phone 
they’d have to walk down 




Mothers March organizers Barb Williams 
and Marlene Isdahl launched 1980 cam­
paign Sunday morning at home of Lorraine 
Soellner on John Road. Tom Crook Photo
The problem of van­
dalism — a primary con­
cern in Central Saanich and 
other peninsula
municipalities — is also a 
continuing consideration in 
Saanich district schools.
Trustee John Betts will 
represent the board on a 
vandalism workshop which 
will be continued on a 
regular basis in Saanich 
municipality.
Reports received by 
Saanich school board 
Monday night showed a 
vehicle was pushed down 
the hill on front of Sans- 
bury elementary school on 
Dec. 17, 1979, and a
supporting post knocked 
down.,
At Parkland secondary 
. smoke was noticed at 1:10 
p.m. Dec. 5, 1979, from 
lockers. The fire was put 
out with an extinguisher 
although a school attendant 
suffered' minor burns: The ■ 
responsible student was 
apprehended and agreed to 
pay alldarhages. > ’
Also at; Parkland, on < 
Dec.^iT4?i,t|ie^TOUsic room / 
was brbl^ into; a gym 
crash bar, plasterboard , 
walls and a music itand ' 
? damaged and chair legs 
broken.
North Saanich council has agreed to look into the 
possibility of hooking homes on the Pauquachin Indian 
Reserve on West Saanich Road into the municipal water 
system.
Council’s action, follows receipt of a letter from 
Pauquachin band manager Donna Hulstein in which she 
points out that a hew water line running to the Pacific 
Oceanographic Institute will bypass the Indian reserve.
Hulstein writes; “The supply of water has always 
been a serious problem with our people. Wells run dry 
during the summer months and the developments that 
have taken place around us over the past few years have 
resulted in the lowering of the water tables and a 
requirement to go deeper each time we have to dig for 
a new source.”
She asked council for its reaction to the proposal. ‘‘It 
would seem at first glance that the new services to be
installed for the institute could be combined at a 
minimal cost with extended services to our land,” she 
said.
However, Hulstein admitted, ‘‘This may be an 
oversimplification of the situation.”
Aid. Jim Gumming told council he had spoken with 
Hulstein and had suggested a meeting be set up with the 
local federal Indian agent, municipal engineer Leo den 
Boer, Hulstein, £md himself to see if some arrangement 
could be arrived at.
Cummihg said the major problem with Hulstein’s 
proposal is that the reserve is not within municipal 
boundaries.
He pointed out that if the federal government and the 
band could come up with sufficient funding for the 
hook-up, there was no reason the band could not 
eventually cut into the pipeline slated for the Ardmore 
areainl985.
By CRANIA LITWIN 
^ Water rates in Central 
Saanich are going down, 
although the rnonthly fixed




Kahlil Gibran, Treasury 
Kahlil Gibran, Diary 
Oriental Rugs & Carpets 
Jessica Stirling trilogy 
and much more
CLOSING FOR HOLIDAYS:
inclusive Except Sat. Feb. 2.
Jan
charge is staying the same.
W a ter C o m m i 11 e e 
chairman' Dave Hill an­
nounced Monday rates will 
drop from 58 cents per 
1,000 gallons to 43 cents per 
1,000 a reduction of 25.58 
per cent he said.
Hill also recommended 
council increase its water 
connection charges from 
$200 to $400 because of 
gross under-charging which 
has continued for some 
years. •
“We found we were way 
out of line in comparison to 
other municipalities,” he 
said, adding that con­
nection charges arc not a 
profit-making item.
‘‘We are not making 
money on these charges,” 
he said, ‘‘but then, we don’t 
want to lose money,”
The rise in connection
charges is the first in four 
years, and the drop in rates 
will be retro-active to Jan.
Aid. Frank Waring 
pointed out the 
municipality could save 
approximately $5,000 a 
year if it went to the 
quarterly billing system 
which has been instituted in 
some other municipalities.
Hill endorsed the idea as 
a good one but explained 
that in some cases the 
reading of the meters every 
two months can save 
residents money as in the 
case when a leak is 
discovered. If a leak were 
not noticed residents might 
possibly be faced with a bill 
of $400, he said.
Hill said farmers have 
been requesting larger 
connections during the
growing season for 
irrigation and he is working' 
to aid them as much as 
possible.
‘‘We want to give them .i 
the maximum amount but 
think the best way is 
through issuing permits,” 
he said.
Hill said he is aiming at a 
fair sharing of the resource 
but is checking into the 
legal ramifications of 
issuing permits.
‘‘I really think this is the 
way to go,” he said. ‘‘It will 
be a great boost to the 
agricultural community.”
He explained that he 
proposes. to check usages 
needed for the various 
crops grown in the 
municipality and then issue 
permits qualifying when 
and how much water can be 
used.
Jonathan S. Ltd
MEN'S AND LADIES' WEAR
North Saanich council 
has approved the purchase 
of five “Miaitor" pagers 
for the volunteer fire 
department for 1980 at a 
total cost of $2075.
, Council had Intended (o 
buy four pagers for $1,650 
bill at’ier being informed by 
Aid, Harold Parrott they 
were "going up in price 
considerably" they decided
to buy five,
In other fire department 
news, Ron Rogers was 
elected to a two-year term 
as deputy fire chief. 
Meanwhile, four others 
were elected to one-year 
terms ns captains,
They Include: George 
Hnrishorne, Hrtino yon 






We are pleased to announce a reduction 
of 20'7o on Homeowner’s and Tenants 
Insurance premiums written tiirough
I.C.BiC.
Trafalgar Square Shopping Center 
7103 W. Saanich Road 
Brentwood Bay
652-5722
This will represent a signiflcont savings 
for the Senior Citizens of tills area.
Coll
SIDNEY REALTY LTD.
at 656«3928 for further details
ih
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Brentwood's first traffic lights hang shrouded in sacking and awaiting initiation into service 
at corner of Wallace Drive and West Saanich Roads.
Deep ditch hazard
By GRANIA LITWIN
School children who are 
forced to walk on the 
narrow verge between 
Sluggett and a deep ditch to 
the side of the road will 
soon be out of danger if 
Central Saanich public 
works committee can come 
up with $121,000 to install a 
proper storm drain.
In a letter to the com­
mittee, Brian Orr outlined 
the danger of young 
children walking between 
the ditch and heavily
trafficked road on their way 
to and from school.
Aid. Dick Sharpe 
commented that a brief. 
tumble in the ditch would 
not be that serious but Aid. 
Percy Lazarz disagreed. He 
said the ditch was “very 
deep’’, fast moving, and 
“quite a danger hazard’’ 
for young children in 
particular, "v
Estimate to install a 
storm drain is ap­
proximately $121,000 and 
some residents have offered 
to help pay for the con­
struction.
Committee members 
recommended it be placed 
for consideration in this 
year’s budget.
Aid. Dave Hill pointed 
out a theory he has held for 
some time that there should 
be development cost 
charges to “help offset 
costs like this so they don’t 
have to come out of general 
revenue.
The added residential 
units increase the runoff 
problem, he said, and 
development charges would 
help finance such projects 
as this.
In other ditch discussions 
committee chairman Lazarz 
explained that during recent 
flooding Martindale road 
was threatened by rising 
water levels.
“There was a concern 
that we might lose that road 
altogether,” he said.-
Lazarz suggested council 
seek a “right of access 
whereby we declare that 
water course as official and 
seek the support of each 
land holder.
“Then we could go in 
and clean it out.”
“It is the only way we can 
get control of the ditch,” he 
said, adding that the 
easement would have to be 
with full co-operation of all 
the farmers. At present 
grass more than a foot tall 
clogs the ditch and hampers 
water flow.
Aid. Sharpe agreed with 
Lazarz saying, “Otherwise 





Central Saanich’s first, 
official country lane was 
given the go-ahead at 
Monday night’s subdivision 
and zoning committee 
meeting and' committee 
members praised resident J. 
Cooper for his co-operation 
in agreeing to its con­
struction.
Cooper proposed to 
subdivide his land near the 
intersection of East and 
Central Saanich roads but 
would have to construct 
two pan-handle driveways 
to give access to lots at the 
back of his property.
According to Gay 
Wheeler, municipal 
planner. Cooper could do 
this as minimum cost to 
himself but in doing so 
would provide no> access to 
another resident’s lot 
measuring roughly 100 by 
700 feet which stretched the 
length of his back lots.
Wheeler explained that 
Cooper was approached 
and asked if he would agree 
to construct a country lane 
along the back strip of his 
property, thereby providing 
access to both his back lots 
and his neighbor’s.
Cooper was agreeable 
and so the lane, according 
to Wheeler, will be con­
structed at his cost and 
measure 25 feet in width. It 
would .service four lots and 
be a gazetted public road.
Wheeler was lauded for 
his efficiency in discovering 
the future trouble spot and 
coming up with the solution 
■to it. ■;■■'■'
Simple bouncing and low 
skill activities on 4the 
trampoline have'ptbduced" 
dranhatic improvements in 
the reading skills of 
students who have 
problems in that area,' 
according to a report 
submitted by physical 
education teacher Don 
Burgess to Saanich school 
district on Monday night.
Use of the trampoline, 
said the report from the 
Parkland secondary school 
teacher, improved students’ 
“spatial awareness” and so 
enabled them to overcome 
some reading problems.
The report was part of a 
presentation on the uses of 
trampolines, trampettes 
and skateboard in schools 
prepared in the light of 
some apprehension 
following a serious accident 
in Prince George which, the 
Burgess report said, in­
volved tlie misuse of a 
trampoline.
Trustee Rubymay Parrott 
had a little trouble 
associating reading with 
trampoline use. She always 
thought, she said, that the 
way to improve reading 
skills was to teach, reading. 
She was worried, Mrs. 
Parrott said, because there 
had been several reports, 
including one from the 
Canadian Association of 
Pediatricians, wliich said 
that seriotis injury could 
follow use of the tram­
poline, Some doctors ex- 
* pressed “almost hysterical 
concern" she said.
Chairman Lois Walsli
said: that she didn’t think 
jtlie board should go^so far 
’as ■ ‘to :ban : jthe : iise:'bf 
traihpolines but its use 
should not be compulsory 
in PE and it should only be 
used with teacher super­
vision.
Well, said trustee Gerry 
Kristianson, opthalmists 
were trying to ban squash 
because it might cause eye 
injuries, other people were 
trying to stop women from 
jogging because of pelvic 
damage and perhaps it 
would be wise to ban rugby 
because kids got hurt 
playing that game •— where 
would it end? Should all 
games and activities be 
stopped because someone 
might get hurt?
It was a matter of record, 
the Burgess report pointed 
out, that there had not been 
one accident recorded in 
Saanich involving the use of 
a trampoline.
Articles in medical 
journals involving use of 
the tr.ampoline, in every 
instance, involved skilled 
athletes who were at­
tempting multiple-somersalt 
ot other moves involving 
complicated manoeuvres. 
None were using harness or 
a spottitigbclt,
Great care wa.s used in 
trampoline activity in the 
school district, the report 
said and spotters were a 
part of the exercise, The 
activity was beneficial and 
educational.
The board will be sup­
plied svith more In­
formation bcl'oic making a 
decision in the matter.
:;x'You'll find a 
friend where you 
see this sign.
KITCHEN SHOPS - BATH BOUTIQUES
A Limiteci Open Stock Selection 
of Lagostina Stainless Steel and 
Le Crueset Enamelled Cast Iron 
at Savings of 20%-25%.














THE PEACOCK RESTAURANT 
will be CLOSED 
FEB. 4th to 14th
for Redecorating and Staff Holidays.
WILL RE-OPEN FEB. 15th
2493 BEACON AVE. 656-3944
ISLAND CRIME WATCH
T 203 ■ 493 Burnside Rd, E. 
Victoria b
Inc.





This Valentine’s Day show your 




m have 10 and 14kt, Gold
Floating Hearts 
Some set with a 
Otnuinc Diamond 
priced from $20.00 Ut $104.00








Island Crime Watch arc happy to award the Officer of the Month to Wavrn- 
Wllmot. This award was achieved by the officer reporting a D & E at the 
Cralgmylc Motel while doing on location security work at the Sidney Travebdge, 
The officers idcnlificatlon led to the apprehention of the two individuals. 
Congratulations to the I ravclodgc for becoming a permanent member of Island 
Crime Watch and supporting Crime Prcvetiiion in the Community.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7154 W. SAANICH RD.
BRENTWOOD BAY
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities While Stock Lasts.
Prices Effective 

















SIRLOIN TIP STEAK LB. 
ROUND STEAK ROASTS^;
OR BONELESS RUMP^^.^„^^ . .
BONELESS BEEF







2 lb. bag 49
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626 EsquiintH Rd. 
383-S515'







BE SURE TO ENTER OUR
Valentine’s Contest
Guess the number of Heart Strawberries in the 
Boot and WIN one of Three Valentine Boxes
Enter with each purchase
Draw. Closes gt both locations
Feb. 13th
BRENTWOOD CANDY MAN




Travelodge goaltender Dave Ingram is hampered by teammate 
Bentham while attempting to return to nets following successful save 
against Sidney Freight's Rob Smith. Davis, [in foreground] moved in
to protect open net while Ingram was out of play. Travelodge lost 8-2 
during the January 23 match.
Tom Cronk Photo
in
ixBXvX'S.i'-i *k’- act ■ •' i
Travelodge loses to Flyers
Right how' you can spend 3 days and 2 nights in the deluxe 
accommodations of one of Vancouver’s most respected . 
traditional hotels for a special weekend rate: just $59.95*, 
plus'5%, room^ tax.:":
Single or double occupancy.
Free parking. . .
And one of the finest seafood restaurants in the city.
It’s also within walking distance of just about everything 
this magic city has to offer. Gastown. Pacific Centre. The 
Seabus. Stanley Park. The Art Gallery. Theatres. Nightclubs. 
Gorpe for a weekend. You’ll want to stay forever.
*Offer explres March 31st, 1986
For reservations or Information, call 800-663-9491 - toll free!
849 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6C1P8 
Tel: (604) 681-5481. Telex: 04-511812.
, FEBRUARY •
• ' Flower: Violet
One of the fastest, hard­
hitting, hockey games ever 
witnessed by fans of the 
Sidney Senior Men’s 
Hockey League, was played 
Jan. 23 at Panorama 
Leisure Centre, between 
Sidney Freight and 
Travelodge.
The tv/o have battled for; 
supremacy of the league for 
the past two seasons, but so 
far Travelodge has 
displayed the power and 
momentum to retain first 
place.
Wednesday’s"' meeting,' 
however,- .resulted in ”a 
different finish as the Flyers 
emerged victorious, 8-2, 
their first victory over 
Travelodge this season.
Gary Shumka opened the 
scoring in the game with the 
lone goal of the first period, 
.beating Travelodge net- 
minder Dave Ingram at the 
2:55 mark on a pass from 
Cord Burdge.
First of three goals for 
Tom Brooks slid past 
Ingram early in the second 
period to give Freight a 2-0 
lead but Travelodge 
bounced back at the 11 - 
minute mark on a goal by 
Ken Poskitt. Brooks scored 
again ' at the T 0-minute 
:: mark;' bh'; an assist from* 
Shumka, arid Shumka 
. scored at 2:53 of the second 
period for his second goal 
of the night.
Brooks netted his third
and final goal with 12 
seconds remaining in the 
second period, to give 
Freight a 5-1 lead.
Kerry Lewis scored his 
first of two for the night as 
Freight opened the third 
period. The final 
Travelodge goal was scored 
at 7:12 of the third period 
by Dave Purnpel, then Rob 
Smith hit for Freight at 3:12 
and Lewis again at 2:28.
Six different Travelodge 
players were charged with 
penalties during the game as 
opposed:: to the X two 
penalties drawn by Sidney 
Freight. Freight managed to 
score a short-handed goal 
on one ■ of their penalty 
killing episodes.
A new face turned up for 
Freight at Wednesday’s 
game, although Jose 
Brochez is not new to the 
league by any means. 
Brochez now wears the 
familiar green, of the 
Flyer’s and managed to 
come up with an assist: 
during the contest.
During other league play 
Jan. 20 Hotel Sidney finally 
gained sole possession of 
third place with their 
victory over the Shelbourne 
Chiefs.
Final score of the game 
was 8-4 but there was no 
f u r t h e r i n f o r m a t i 0 n 
available at press time.
lilGeii;Arn8tby#f:ii
'S'! o’ I*'r.;
Look Ahead for 
Valentines Day







Beginning in September, 1980, School District No. 63 (Saanich) will offer a French 
Immersion Program at the Kindergarten and Grade 1 levels providing there is sufficient 
■'.."enrolmcnt.'x,,
Basically Immersion implies a classroom in which instruction is given in French by a 
bilingual teacher who is a native speaker of French or who has acquired native fluency in the 
French language.
With each successive year a larger proportion of the curriculum is taught in English until a 
balance is reached between the time devoted to instruction in each language.
Parents should note that no special transportation allowance will be provided.
Before deciding in which school the program is to be located it is necessary to have ad­
ditional information regarding prospective students, If you plan to enrol your child in the 
program, please complete the form below and return it by Friday, February 15,1980 to; ,
'■/D.R.'Smyth
District Superintendent of Schools,
School District No. 63 (Saanich),
P.O. BOX2010,
Sidney, B.C.,
..:,V8L3S4 , . , '
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 (SAANICH)
ENROLMENT FORM - FRENCH IMMERSION PROGRAM
Name of Student ............................................................................................. ................ ................
Address ....................................................... .
BirthdatcofStudent
Month Day : ......... Veai'
BANTAM DIVISION
G.P. WINS L T p GF GA
Harvey’s Bicycles 15 6 4 5 17 73 57
Cornish’s Book & Stationery 15 7 6 2 16 64 55
Sidney Movers 15 6 . 7 ; ■ 2 , 14 ■ 52 60
Cloverdale Paint ‘N’ Paper 
PEE WEE DIVISION
15 6 8 1 13 50 67
Sidney Bakery 18 11 4 3 25 121 91
Mary’s Coffee Bar 18 9 6 3 21 106 90
Mayers Steel Boats 18 7 7 4 18 94 96
Ellchammer Industries
PUP DIVISION
18 3 13 2 8 79 123
Bob Whyte Marine 16 12 3 1 25 74 44
Sidney Pharmacy 16 10 5 1 21 66 43
Sidney Lions 16 7 7 2 16 51 55
C. Saan. Vol, Fire & Police 16 6 6 4 16 61 58
Saan, Pen. Credit Union 16 6 9 1 13 58 72
Canadian Legion
PUP‘B’DIVISION
16 '2' 13 1 5 46 74
Island Furniture 13 9 2 2 20 87 61
Sidney Kiwnnis 13 2 9 2 6 61 87
THREE STAR HAIR DESIGN STUDIO ★ ★ ir 
652-1222 KMS-UEDKEN;"^,', '' UNISEX
#1Mat greater gift
Say it with a GIFT CERTIFICATE from Kapteyn Hair, anytime
It is caring (or your friend or loved one! His or Hers.
By
TOM CR ONK
Following a desultory 
first period of play 
Saturday night at 
Panorama Leisure Centre, 
Harvey’s Sporting Goods 
Eagles played hockey of tlie
calibre they’c become 
known for and thoroughly 
outclassed their Sooke 
opposition,
Jeff Sliaw was once again 
the scoring leader, driving 
four goals past the Sooke 
nctmincier during tlie 11-3 
victory. Teanmates Terry 
Milcliell and Scott 
Farciuliarson caclt scored 
twice and the remainder of 
I lie goals were scored by 
Peter Heywood, Mike 
Howell and Greg Spicer.
The Eagles drew 10 
penalties during tlte contest 
ns opposed to Sooke wlto 
were charged with 15 
penalties during the second 
and third periods after 
recording none in the first. 
Three of tlie goals scored by 
the peninsula squad were 
netted while they were
short-handed.
Defensive play receives 
much Of the credit for the 
victory since the two lines 
consisting of Blair Philip, 
John Fram, Peter 
Heywood, and Peter 
Classen, managed to keep 
ntost of the play in the 
Sookc end ' during the 
greater part of the game.
Mrs. Classen, the team 
press representative, says 
attendance at the Eagles 
games is climbing since tlic 
word is finally reaching the 
public of the teams per­
formance. She adds 
division manager Jim 
Puckett is to be credited for 
the exciting schedule the 
team is playing this season.
Dan Girard was injured 
during the game against 
Sookc, but coach Ron 
nvans hopes to Itavc him 
back in the line-up for next 
Saturday's out-of-town 
games against Saanich and 
LnkeCowiehan.
The Eagles will return 
home to Panorama Feb, 9, 
and game time is 6 p.m.
ji
StfslcBIIIKopleyn Jacky
•Always bringing the late.si to the peninsula from the fashion 
centers of the world.
•Most versatile and select crew of stylists 
•All perms include the finest creative cut
Check Grade, September 1980: Oracle 1 . .... . .....;.... Kindergarten ..
School child would normally attend .............
Parent's Signature,.’U...
««l«« V<»tC«*IJ.ft ***«***»’******* * 'V
•Men*c night every Thimdny 4-8p.m.
Brentwood Village Square Ph. 656-1222 
7120 West Saanich Rd., next to supermarket
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Hotel Sidney
Guest Speaker: Mr. Dave Murdoch
Executive Officer for Vancouver Island





Following weeks of wet 
weather which made soccer
alternate goalie Jordan 
Campbell have recorded 
this season.
Cross commended the
pitches unplayable soccer Gorge squad saying they 
continued over the weekend took much of the play and 
— on frozen pitches in gale displayed excellent 
force conditions and a teamwork.
freezing Northeaster.
Players and parents 
huddled along the sidelines 
during matches although
This season the Sharks 
record stands at 3 wins, 2 
losses, and 4 draws for 9 
games played. They have
parents seemed to suffer scored only 3 goals all
most from the cold.
Peninsula Kickers lost 
their Division 8 match to 
Plaza Drugs from Gordon 
Head, and in doing so gave
season but only have 2 
scored against them.
Other results:
Div. 4 Cougars 11 - Eve. 
Optimist Bombers 0;
up-a chance to hold the top T’Birds 1 - Gdn. Hd ANAF 
finishing honours of the Vets 5. Div. 5 Dolphins 0
Division 8 peninsula teams.
Tom Doyle’s Steelers 
emerge from th^ season’s
Bays/United Comm. 
Travelers 4. Div. 6 — 
Hornets 2 JdF Western
play as the number one Stevedores 4; Cobras 0 
Division 8 team from the Cowichan Caps 5. Div. 7 
peninsula, finishing third in Eagles 7 - Gorge Canadians
IT'S YOUR FUTURE
WE'RE CONCERNED ABOUT!
If you believe that...
* Canada has a great future
* fiscal responsibility NOW will assure that future
* a reduction in government spending and deficits 
is vital
* you no longer are willing to pay $23 million per day 
on Canada’s deficit






the Cedar conference. 0; Warriors 2 - Eve. Ops
SteUy^s ji 
rival Parklands
Division 8 Peninsula Spitfires 2. Div. 8 - Kickers 
Sharks took a 1-0 victory 0 — Plaza Drugs 1; Steelers 
from Gorge F.C. with a - 1 Prospect Lk. Home 
goal late in the game, on a Lumber - 1; Rovers by 
tremendous individual default over Cosmos; 
effort by Wesley Nelson. Leopards 0 - Bays/United 
Nelson took a pass from Wolves - 3. Div. 9 Sharks - 
Alasdair . Campbell with 1 Gorge F.C. 0; Panthers ? 
only one minute left to Lk. Hill Towing ?; 
play, but found himself Whitecaps 0 Gdn. Hd 
within the crease area. Sambos 2; Rowdies 0 Gdn. 
Division 9 rules demand ho Hd. Menzies Plumbing 0. 
shots be taken on goal , On Feb. 2 the Cougars 
within the crease, so Nelson face Cordova Bay Tigers, 
had to take the ball out of and the Thunderbirds face 
the circle, and after sue- Sooke Coasters in Division 
cessfully eluding two op- 4 matches. Division 5 
position defencemen, put a Dolphins will meet the 
shot past keeper Steve Cordova Bay Colts, and in 
Anderson ofGorge. Division 6, the Hornets will
Coach Al Cross named play Bays/United Dragons 
Wesley Nelson, Scott while the Cobras take on 
Werhun and Alasdair the Cordova Bay Seals. 
Campbell as outstanding Division 7 Eagles will 
players of the game, face Knights of Columbus 
Werhun stopped • many from Duncan, :and it is 
shots from close quarters; unknown who the Warriors 
; while in the netsi and ex- will play against. Division 8 
tended to seven the number opposition, is also unknown 
of shut-outshe and ", atthis time;; • ^ ^
Stelly’s junior girls 
basketball squad overcame 
some first quarter jitters to 
dump host Parklands 62-25 
in league play Jan. 22.
Chris Eyford of 
Parklands led all scorers 
with 16 points. Heather Gill 
topped the scoring sheet for 
Stelly’s while teammates 
Lorna Mosher and Caroline 
Ans field chipped in 12 and 
13 points respectively.
ParklaruLs actually 
played very well in the first 
quarter — jumping out to 





GIRL 'S SOFTBALL 
Peninsula residents 
interested in continuing 
girl’s softball, arc invited to 
a meeting at Pnnorntnr 
Leisure Centre, Feb. 7 aid 
p.m. in the upstairs lounge.
Wanted arc those willing 
to become involved In 
coaching, executive, or 
spon.soring activities, If 
there is no response there 
will be no organized girl's 
.softball this season.
For more in format ioa 
phone 656-1254 or 65(1- 
6166.
offencemoving, while 
Parklands threw up a - 
tenacious defence.
“We just couldn’t score a 
layup even,’’ said Stelly’s 
coach Marilyn Loveless. 
But she said the team’s 
concentration and defence 
returned in the second 




Local sports figure, Jim 
Puckett, 9390 East Saanich 
Road, is in the Royal 
Jubilee hospital suffering 
from a heart attack. At 
pre.ss time, the 52-ycnr-old 
Puckett was resting 
comfortably in the 
coronary care unit.
Mrs. Puckett said Sunday 
Puckett will probably be in 
hospital for quite some 
time.
Puckett has been active in 
amateur sports and served 
as president of Sidney Little 
League. He is currently 
involved with minor hockey 
as coach of the midget 
team, and as Bantam 
division manager.
the lead.
Stelly’s led by the half 27- 
19. “We sharpened up 
considerably,” said 




2498 BEACON AVENUE 
Sidney 656-3515
ESQUIMALT - SAAtM IGH
Foriieip and information:
3948 Quadra St., Victoria 479-1658
202 - 2405 B^Cdn: Avenue, Sidney 656-0101





FURNACE & STOVE OIL
★ LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
★ LOCAL BILLING
★ DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
★ BURNER SERVICE











^ « TROPICAL & 
I REGULAR









On Pair l«.t« l«y ||l||4iw«f, 6 Mtl»i Prom Pvrry
AMth(CANtXPhlH,MAJtr« OMAhOL CMAtiatK
THE COST IS THE SAME TO YOU
Whether you buy your Autoplan decals 
and plates at the Motor Vehicle Branch or 
from your local IGBC Agent listed
For Frlondly, Efilclont Sdrvtco and Advice, 
let Donald and Tom Sparling look 
after your Autoplan ronowal.

















24B9 Beacon Ave., Sidnoy, B.C.
:,WHIli;STOC!CS LAST;, ,












The use of school-owned 
buses for field trips driven 
by teachers, was the subject 
of a letter of complaint 
considered Monday night 
by Saanich school board.
“Some schools are using 
their school-owned buses 
for field trips during hours 
when district buses and 
union drivers available,” 
the letter stated. “This 
practice seriously reduces 
field trips taken by union 
drivers.”
“The working hours — 
and consequently the pay — 
of our bus drivers have 
already been drastically cut 
by the board, so that some
drivers get considerably less 
.than eight hours a day. 
Perhaps the teachers who 
drive field trips during 
school hours do not realize 
that they contribute to a 
serious reduction in the 
working hours of the 
regular bus drivers.
“C.U.P.E. Local 441 
requests that school-owned 
buses not be used for field 
trips during school hours 
when union drivers and 
district buses are 
available,” the letter states.
The matter was referred 
by the board to the teacher 
liason committee for 
consideration.
79 VOLVO 244 DL A/T 
76 VOLVO 242 DL 4 sp. 0/D
76 VOLVO 244 DL Fl A/T 
74 VOLVO 1646 A/T 
74 VOLVO 145 A/T S/W 
78 FORD Mustang A/T
78 FORD Pinto S/W
77 MERCURY Cougar 4 dr. A/T 
76 G.M.C. EDSON 22 ft. Motor 
76 FORD F250 P/U & Camper 
74 MERCURY Montego 4 dr. A/T
71 FORD Pinto 2 dr. A/T
79 VW RABBIT 2 dr. A/T 
79 HONDA Civic 4 dr. S/W 
79 DATSUN 4 d^ A/T
78 DATSUN S.W.B. P/U 
78 DATSUN 200 SX Coupe 
78 DODGE Colt 2 dr. A/T 
78 DATSUN 510 4 dr. A/T
78 TOYOTA CELICA G. T. Liftback
72 VW 411 4 dr. 4 sp.
On Vancouver 
Island there is a 






P.O: Box 2ti08 
Siilncv, B.C. V8L 4Cl
Killdeer arrive 
early this year
Longtime peninsula resident Eric Hawkings thinks 
he’s onto something special.
Hawkings contacted The Review this week with 
news that half a dozen or more killdeer have taken 
refuge in his adjacent field.
“I’ve never seen them this early before,” noted 
Hawkings. “Robins usually arrive before them, and 
that’s not until late February.”
A sure sign of an early spring, or perhaps just a 




A group of Ebor Terrace 
residents headed by Joseph 
Piro, 8707 Ebor Terrace, 
has asked North Saanich 
council to install a sidewalk 
or blacktop path along 
Lowe Road.
The proposed path would 
extend westerly along the 
southern boundary of the 
ministry of agriculture 
experimental farm from 
Bourne Terrace to Emard 
Terrace.
Piro pointed out in a 
letter to council installation 
of the water line has already 
cleared a wide section along 
the right-of-way. He 
suggests that if paved the. 
road would be available for 
local residents, including 
children attending Sansbury 
elementary school, as a 
“clear and free access”.
At its Jan. 21 meeting, 
council forwarded the letter 




A 23-foot pleasure craft 
was towed to Van Isle 
Marina Saturday after 
issuing a distress signal 
while out in Satellite 
Channel.
A spokesman for the 
rescue co-ordination centre 
said no names were 
available but no one was 
injured since the Mayday 
signal was answered swiftly 





In the' recent heavy 
downpour and following 
snowfall some residents of 
Central Saanich reported 
flooding basements and as a 
result council’s public 
works committee decided 
j Mpnd^ night to recoin- 
mend all catch basins in the 
I municipality be plotted on a 
map and checked in case of 
leaf coverage or blockage.
Committee chairman 
Aid. Percy Lazarz said in 
one case a culvert was 
blocked by a large branch 
and the trouble could not 
have been anticipated.
It only became evident 
when the backup of water 
appeared, he said.
Lazarz explained the only 
action the municipality can 
take is to check catchbasins 
which become plugged 
during autumn, and ask 
that residents do the same. ;
Aid. Dick Sharpe said the 
home-owners should go out 
and rake leaves out of 
drains themselves to sa\^ v; 
the municipality money.
“This sort of thing is an 
act of God as far as I’m 
concerned.” he said.
Aid. George MacFarlane 
concurred with Sharpe, 
saying, “We could save a 
terrible amount of money if 
they (residents) would do 
so.”
For the second time in 
only three years, an 18- 
year-old Sidney sea cadet is 
on his way to Hawaii as 
part of a special training 
program entitled RIMPAC 
‘80.
Miles Fidler, 10046 
Wisteria, a chief petty 
officer second class in the 
RCSCC Admiral Budge, 
was chosen for the program 
through an application 
process.-
Fidler leaves for the 
training Feb,. 4 and returns 
April 3. During that time he 
will spend 23 days at sea 
and the rest stationed 
mainly in P'earl Harbour.
“It ’ will include war 
games and manouvres with 
ships from other coun­
tries,” explained Fidler. 
“It’s to see how you get 
along with other 
squadrons.”
He said sea cadets are 
placed on board ships — 
like a destroyer or supply 
ship for example- and are 
trained in various depar­
tments. It’s for sea cadets 
who want to continue in the 
forces and gives them some 
idea of the trades they can 
go for, said Fidler.
Fidler last travelled to 
Hawaii in 1978 when he 
took part in Open Gate ‘78. 
At that time he was placed 
on a su pply ship.;
A six-year veteran of the 
sea cadets, Fidler eventually 






Ruth Arnaud and Lea Central Saanich Ratepayers 
King have announced their Association and a health
le
TOO Point B.CA.A. tested 





CORNER VATES & COOK
382-6122
intention to seek the two 
aldermanic seats in Central 
Saanich vacated by Frank 
Waring and Dave Hill, who 
both stepped down last 
week to run for mayor.
Arnaud is a director of
nurse while King, a 
housewife is secretary to the 
same association.
Both women ran in the 
Nov. 17 aldermanic race 
and were defeated.
WANT TO CRUSH 
the SMOKING HABIT?
far easier than you thought possible?
PRESENTING,:.
I due to popular interest
THE 5-DAY 
PLAN TO STOP 
SMOKING
Resthaven - SDA 
School
•I0353 Rowerbank Rd, 
Feb. 4-8, 7:00p.m.
For Reservniion or InfonnHtlon Phone 656-6940
Fishermen won’t be able to use the wharf at the end 
of Griffith Road, off Harbour Road for loading and 
unloading anymore following a decision by Sidney 
council to close it .
Aid. Ben Ethier told council the wharf had 
deteriorated, was not safe and should be closed off until 
the town was able to do something about it.
Mayor Norma Sealey said she realized the closure 
would not be a popular move, “I’m sorry, but I’m 
concerned about the danger to life if the wharf is left 
open.”
•In other council busine.ss Sealey expressed her 
“wholehearted support” of the Kinsmen Mothers 
March and the organization’s door-to-door campaign 
which began Sunday and runs for one week.
The club was disbanding and having difficulty in 
obtaining canvassers, she .said, urging aldermen to “do 
their bit” if they could.
•Aid. Glen McMillan, a member of the town’s ad­
visory planning commission, asked council to approve 
that a recommendation be brought before the town’s ad 
hoc breakwater committee to employ a co-ordinator to 
act on a fulltime basis on the breakwater proposal. The 
motion was carried.
•Council approved a motion by McMillan to rezone 
land owned byPinc Home Builders Ltd. on White Birch 
Road from residential A to multiple residential Bl, The 
company’s proposal is to build 28 units on .3.1 acres.
McTavish Road may be 
in line for a reduction in the 
speed limit from 70 kmh to 
60 kmh if a recom­
mendation from North 
Saanich’s committee B is 
accepted at council level.
Committee B’s 
recommendation came after 
a group of McTavish 
elementary school parents 
.sent a petition to council 
asking for better safety
measures along McTavish 
Road.
Tlie committee was also 
told by municipal staff that 
a sign warning of a school 
zone ahead would be placed 
on the vycsi side of the, 
school.
Council had earlier 
agreed to place the warning 
sign, but thire was some 
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Public meeting for bylaw
Continued from Page 1
Parrott was not so sure.
Should Russian troops not be with­
drawn before the Feb. 20 deadline as 
demanded, and the U.S. and Canada 
opt out of the Olympic Games, the 
Russian people would be told that it was 
all the fault of Jimmy Carter — and Joe 
Clark, she said.
“These kids are not going to be seen 
in a friendly light,” Parrott said.
Reiterating that he saw no personal 
danger for the students, Hyndman said 
attempted cultural exploitation by the 
Russians might be a constructive part of 
their education.
A report from Media Study Tours 
said in January or February of each year
reports were received of international 
disorders in some part of the world and 
parents became concerned about their 
childrens’ participation in tours.
There were bombing episodes in 
London, terrorists activities in Madrid, 
kidnappings in Rome and strikes in 
Paris. At no time had these affected 
travelling troups. The company and the 
organizing agencies with which it dealt 
monitored these activities, the letter 
said, and if it seemed likely' that 
programs would be affected, lours 
would be cancelled.
Prompt approval was given another 
field trip request, this lime from 
Claremont secondary for a journey by 
23 students, in March and April, to
England and Wales.
The only snag occurred when the 
board learned that it would cost the 
district $500 to replace the services of 
two teachers who would accompany the 
young people on the trip. Cost to each 
student would be about $650 and the 
total sum spent would be close to 
$18,335.
A third request, this time fqr an 
exchange visit of Claremont students 
with a group from L’Ecole Lafontaine 
in Chicoutimi, Quebec, in late April or 
early in May, received the blessing of the 
school board.
The trip is being arranged under the 
auspices of Open House Canada, a year- 
around exchange organizations.
A public meeting to 
amend bylaw 465 will be 
held by Central Saanich 
municipality Feb. 25.
Purpose of the bylaw, 
says planner Gay Wheeler, 
is to place all properties 
currently zoned RMl 
(multiple housing such as 
town houses) in develop­
ment permit area.
The development permit 
will give the municipality 
“some leeway and variance 
without the necessity of a 
public hearing.”
“The most important 
element,” he said, “will be 
that we can regulate the 
exterior finishing and assist 







l BROTHERS ASSOCIATE STORE
Kinsmen club
SERVING THE PENINSULA WITH A FULL 
RANGE OF BIJILOING SUPPLIES.
2046 KEATING X RD. 652-1121
Continued from Page 1
if you get down to a certain level,” he 
explained. He said a dozen members was 
about the minimum for a club.
Knudsen said it was hard to get en- 
thuisasm up when the club membership 
shrank, and it was even harder to attract 
new members.
He said about 18 months ago the club 
placed an advertisement in The Review 
calling for new members, and received 
only one reply — and was from another 
service club in the interior wanting to 
know if their method of attracting 
members had worked.
However, Knudsen did not lay all the 
blame on the provincial lotteries. He 
said there were some personal dif­
ferences within the club which he did not 
want to comment on.
As well, he said it has been suggested 
that the club’s age limit of 40 years is a 
factor in the low membership. “But 1 
think that’s kind of a good thing,” 
Knudsen explained — because it keeps 
membership changing and those running 
the club change.
Finally, he said the growth of Sidney 
might also be pan of the problem. 
“When someone new comes to town, 
you don’t really know them.”
With Kinsmen dropping out of sight, 
there will be a definite gap in the 
community’s service clubs. The Kin­
smen have been responsible for the
Eric Sherwood, who thinks Blaauw and 
crew are doing a fantastic job on the 
wharf.
Sherwood also pointed out the 
wharf’s importance on the peninsula.
“It’s the only public wharf on the 
peninsula,” he said, and thus will not be 
used only by North Saanich residents, 
but by everyone.
Yet in order to bring the wharf back 
.into top shape, a total of $13,500 will be 
needed: $3,500 to clean the wharf :up 
and; rnake it safe, and another $10,000 ;; 




It is something the municipality can’t 
afford at this time, but Sherwood has 
plans for the volunteer group to apply 
for funding through the lotteries grants.
“We’ll just have to see how it goes,” 
he said.
Meanwhile, Blaauw continues his 
work on the wharf, hand scraping the, 
wooden walkway planks, and painting 
the handrails — readying it as a 
promenade for tourists ; a;nd residents , 
■ alike./
A" name for the walkway? “Deep 
Cove walkway is a good simple name for. 
it; ’ ’ suggests Blaauw.
lacrosse box on Resthaven, Mother’s 
March, the air cadets, Sidney Twirlers, 
and everything from baseball to soccer.
In addition, Knudsen said the club 
had plans for a “participation park for 
Sidney and North Saanich.” The park 
would have involved a trail through 
bush with physical fitness stations along 
the way.
“Some of the other service work 
hasn’t been done, and just won’t get 
done now,” commented Knudsen.
Ironically, this year Kinsmen 
celebrates its 60th anniversary as the 
only national service club in Canada — 
all the others are international. But there 





With the start-up dale for 
“Little Wheels 1980” 
scheduled for mid- 
February, interested 
parents should be thinking 
of registering soon.
“Little Wheels 1980” is a 
bicycle safety , program for 
pre-school children and is 
sponsored by the Sidney :
RCMP and the Sidney 
Lions Club. To register 
contact the RCMP detach­
ment at 656-3931.
WURLITZER ELECTRONIC PIANOS 
ARE PERFECT FOR 





On Display Now in Our Showroom — Call 
For Details
7174A West Saanich Rd.
Brentwood Bay, B.C. VOS 1 AO 
604-652-4512
sEsteas
ir 1 SPORTS (SUIT TYPE) JACKET 
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DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
CANADA GRADE A 














Hs3me of S8JPEg=^ savings 5
V: Jiii"Dowhtowiri';;^idney 
Across from Sidney Hotel
WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE PENINSULA FOR 15 TEARS
CANADA GRADE A ^
SIRLOIM STEAKS ; lb.
STEM SAli






FRESH LEAN GROUND BEEF
lb,










WESTVALE FROZEN 2 lb.
FANCY STRAWBERRIES
KLEENEX PAPER TOWELS 2 roll 
KOTEX FEMININE NAPKINS 12 s 





LIQUID DISH DETERGENT 32 oz
SWANSON S oz.
BEEF, CHICKEN, TURKEY PIE each 
ISLAND FARM ICE CREAM 2 litre
STOVETOP STUFFING 12 oz. pk
SUNLIGHT :
POWDERED DETERGENT 6 litre
$129
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP KRAR 1 litre
FRENCH'S ealAae
WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE 5 oz. Z/77 
.DARE om





LOCAL NO. 2 POTATOES
NESCAFE 10 oz.
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Sidney, B.C. 656-1154 
M.L.S. REALTORS
NORTH SAANICH 
Take a drive by 8533 
Moxon and experience the,] 
peace and quiet of this 
desirable area where you’ll 
find a most comfortable 
older home with large 
kitchen, three bedrooms, 
basement, workshop, 
circular driveway, and 
ocean views. Call me 
anytime for particulars on 
this property. ,
SIDNEY
Asking $78,500 for a 
quality three bdrm. home 
of 1500 sq. ft. with many 
desirable features, a one 
bedroom in-law suite with 
targe living room and 
f:;-eplace, and the lot is 70’ 
by 112’.: At the^rear of this 
property 'is ai 70t by lOQ’ Ipt 
with triple; carport and 
; ready to build on, and can 
be purchased along with the 
'home for an added $21,000. 
It is a property you should 
■■-.view.".:'"/::'





Located just south of 
Sidney on Lochside Dr. The 
property is currently zoned 
for 2 acre lots. For more 
information on this unique 
offering call today.
ARDMORELOT
1.0 Acre lot on Jura Rd. 
Nicely treed. Location is a 
very desirable location. The 
road has not yet been 
developed by the lot making 








2481 llcncon 656-3951 
RHAI. ESTATE 
INSURANCE ■
: : OPEN HOUSE '
Silt. & Sun. 2-4 p.m.
' .".tit .
VIstii Del Miir 
UMM6 Third St.
Several brand new sniies 
avtiiliible, take titis one for 
example - 2 bdrivis, wall to 
wall carpel, colored ap­
pliances, view, beaiitiriilly 
decorated, iliermogluss 
sliding door to balcony. All 
tills for only $46,900 
Trades considered 
Financing avnlUible to 
qualified ptticltnser,
..... SIDNEY/,
Family accommodation for 
only $36,l»0{). Vownhonse, 
with three bdrms, ,and 1 Vi 
baths, good storage area 
feneeil yaril, with sonllnvesl 
exposure, .
HANDYMAN SPECIAI
$3.T,5(X) svill buy thi,
btlriii. liomc in Sidney only 
2 blocks from Heacon Ave 




“CUTE AND COSY” 
Charming older no step one 
bedrm home. Large 
workshop at back of 
property. Perfect 
retirement or newlywed 
home. Close to all am- 
menities.
“A REAL GEM’’
This immaculate three 
bdrm. no step bungalow is 
situated on quiet street in 
Sidney. Nicely landscaped 
and fenced. A must to view, 
priced to sell al $58,000.
OCEAN GLIMPSES 
Two strata duplex lots or 
single dwelling, at end of 
cul-de-sac. Double services 
to lot line. Some trees, only 
steps from beach. Priced in 
the thirties.
BONUS PEACHES 
With this well maintained 
three bdrm., basement 
home. Excellent floor plan, 
extra bathroom, drive in 
garage. Only $62,500.
DEEP COVE 
Two lots, side by side, 3/4 
and 1 acre. Treed, south 
slope, from $26,500.
SH)NEY INDUSTRIAL 
Almost "4 acres level, 
cleared, water, sewer, good 
highway exposure, lowest 
Sqft; ' price. ; A ski hg 
:$280;000/;s// : ^
9376 MARYLAND DRIVE 
$69,^0
It’s a two bedroom beauty, 
its got a full basement, 
fireplace, a cosy living 
room and separate dining 
room. It has much more as 
well and it could be yours if 
you act quickly - beacuse its 
a very attractive home in an 
area of many other Hne 
homes. We don’t think it 
will last. Why not call our 
office right now for more 
details.
QUIET MATURE MAN without pets 
requires two or throo-room 
housekeeping suite in the Sidney 
area, as soon os possible. 656-7725 
Res. 50-t(
LOCAL CONTRACTOR REQUIRES 500- 
i.OOO sq. ft. of shop areo in North or 
Centiol Soonich, 656-1708. tf
ATTRACTIVE QUIET completely 
private one bdrm suite. Close to 
town, amonitios. Phone 5 - 7 p.m. 
656-5367.5 
THREE BDRM. HOME in Sidney or 
Deep Cove area needed for April 1 st. 
656-7143.5 
YOUNG WORKING COUPLE wants I -2 
bdrm homo in quiet Sid­
ney/Brentwood oreo. No pots, no 
children. Prefer long term tenonq^. 









Again available for 
Sidney and surrounding 
district. Good Work­
manship at reasonable 
prices.
Also excellent crews 





10,000 sq. ft. $2.50 sq. ft. 
triple net. Phone 656-3154.
KEYWARD INDUSTRIES 
WARREN HOLDINGS 
P.O. Box 2549 
Sidney B.C. 
V8L4B9
TYREU'S GARDEN SERVICE oorly
spring garden service, pruning fruit 
trees and hedges. Bark mulch in­
stallation. full lawn renovating. 
General yard clean-up. Coll day or 
nlqht. 652-2087 ond 652-2735, 7
\ ■
MISS. FOR SALE
SIDNEY. New building. 2 bdrms. 
$385-$395; one bedroom ond don, 
S350-$370: one bdrm, den and loft 
corner. $415. Rent includes cable and 
water. Parking, woll-to-wa!!, drapes, 
security entronce, elevotor, neor 
bus. Mature odult couple with 
teenager accepted. 656-3060. 50-tf
ROOM FOR RENT for mature person.
656-2961. 5
1800 SQUARE FEET at 9830 - 5th Street 
ocross from Shop Wise Superfoods. 
Call 656-6266 after 6 o.m. tf
SMALL BACHELOR rentol suite. Call 
656-6266 ofter 6 p.m.tf
LOVELY NEW 3 bdrm. home. Sidney. 
Stove, frig, fireplace, carport, close 
to schools and rec facilities. $525 
monthly. Immediate occupancy. 652- 
^574.^ ^ -5
BED SITTING ROOM, stove and fridge 
and some furniture. Quiet working 
mature person • no pets and no 
porties. Heat included. $165 . 656- 
1633.- ' 'v'/-"' ^ V-': \S
SIDNEY — Bachelor $245-$275, one 
bedroom and den $360-$380. One' 
bedroom den ond loft $400-$410, 2 
bedroom $395. 2 bedroom and loft 
S460. Includes: wall • woll, dropos, 
hot wafer, . coble, s parking. Near' 
shopping, bus, schools. Children 
accepted, no pets. 656-3060. 50tf 
UNFURNISHED RANCH style house in 
Ardmore, immaculate condition. 
Available Mar. 1. Long term oc­
cupancy preferred. $600 per month. 
656-4073, 5
ONE BDRM. GROUND floor suite in 
Sidney, 656-0330, 5
HELF WANTEB,
JEEP PARTS. Accessories, new. used. 
All jeeps. Low prices, gigantic stock. 
Send $1.00 for catalogue. Gemini 
Soles, 4736 East Hastings. Burnaby, 
B.C. V5C 2K7. Phono294-2623 . 5
RED FACTOR CANARIES. Cocks and 
Hens. Bross fire screen and wood 
carrier {a-1 condition). 656-3194. 5
V4 WISCONSIN 20 K.W. New sells for 
$6,500.00. Will sell for $4,500.00. Run 
for 2(30 hours. Phone 295-7782 or 295- 
6529. Write Box 940, Princeton, B.C. 
VOX IWO. 5
VENDING BUSINESS: Princeton, B.C. 
30 new and reconditioned machines. 
Gross over $60.0(X). Owner retiring. 
$50,000 plus stock. Phone (112) 295- 
6446, Write Box 412, Princeton, B.C. 
VOX IWO. 5
PRE-CUT ROUND LOGS for log 
buildings. Free estimote from your 
plan or order our brochure, floor- 
plans. Reko Log Homes, R.R. HA. Box 
21.Dahl. Quesnel. V2J3H3. 5






Tlie largest one stop 
Equipment Rental Yard on 
,the Saanich Feninsuta. 
Authorized dealer for 
;rORO, l.AWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.
We repair all makes.
.Reel Mower Specialists.
Aui horiz.cd 




SECOND HAND furniture for sole 
cheop. Phone 656-5521 between 8 
a.m. and 4 p.m. Ask for Don. 5
LIVING ROOM set with hide-o-bed, 
excellent condition. 656-7786. 5
40 PIECE SET 'MAPLE WOOD" 
Ironstone dinner-ware (8 of each), 
new but one side plate missing. 
Selling less than Vi price. $30. 656- 
1154 or656-1919. 5
GARAGE SALE — Victorian 
mohogony side board, Canadianna 
dresser, hydraulic salon chairs, 
kitchen table and chairs, bed. 
miscellaneous. Sot. & Sunday. Feb. 2 
& 3, 9 a.m. 656-5802. 8650 Ebor 
Terrace, Sidney. ' 5
17 CU. FT. COLDSPOT freezer; needs 
repair, $100. Girls skates, size 10, $5 




8938 HARO PARK 
TERRACE 
$104,900
Enjoy superb views of 
Sidney, tlic Gulf Islands, 
and Ml. linker I'rom Ibis 
ebanning 3 bdrm. one level 
home in beanliftil Dean 
Park F,slnlcs, Soaring 
ceilings, indirecl lighting, 
bnilt in vacuum sysiem and 
a very atlraciive low interesi 
niorteape are only some of 
I be reasons yoti should sec 
Ibis borne. Why not drive 
by ami tlten call Its.
PART-TIME NURSING AIDE wanted 
lor rest homo, shill work’, 652-3039 , 5 
WANTED molure person tor house
work 3 hrs, per week. Modern home 
and equipment near Beacon Ave. 
Phone 656-6446 evenings. 5
11 YEAR OLD BU~ND pwdlo requires
lender loving day care, 3 days per 
week. Ardmore oroo, P.O. Box J. 5 
$370i'THOUSAND (or envelopes you 
mail, Postage paid, for tree brochure 
E,A.I, CO: DEPT, G-9, BOX 435 
ABBOTSfORD, D,C V25 5W4, 5
lADIES AND GINUEMEN, port one 
lull lime help neuilod In Sidney and 
Bronlwood Aron, Earn obovo 
ovoinqo wciqos, Plrono 470.957,6, 24- 
■ I,.___________
CERTiriED DENTAI. osslslord roquliod
In WlMInms l.nko. Phono collect 390- 
IV>33 (days) and 392-2615 (evenings),
EDMUNDS QUILTING FRAME. New, 
still in carton, $48; stond lor bird 
cage, near new, $6. 656-7124 , 5
VIKING FRIDGE with Ireezer, 
Westinghouse stove. Both while and 
serviceable, $100 each unit. 656- 
1560. - ' \ 5
RUG, GOLD sculpture living and 
dining room, 45 sq. yds. 2 years old, 
$150. ladies 3-speed bike, $90 . 652- 
3123.  5
MCCULLOCH 310 CHAIN $AW, 6 mo. 
old, 14", 656 0282. 5
ULTRAVIOLET SUN AND HEAT UMP. 
Protecllve goggles and ad|ustable 
included, $45; Solton automatic 
elociric lood warmer, $25. Both like 
now, 656-4779, 5
JUST ME
Owner Wilf Dorman gives 
personal attention to all; 
orders. Phone 656-4754
Yi LEFT. BRAND NEW Metal' 
newstands, never used, set up for 15c 
but .con be changed. Ideal for 
community newspapers. We have 12‘ 
of these newstands for sale at $100. 
.each. Vt/rite Times Printing ond 
Publishing. :i422 Pembroke Ave.. 
North Vancouver V7P 2S1 or phone 
980-7531 days, 922-7761 evenings. 13- 
t f
SU§. OPFSaTUNITIES
MAKE MONEY in your spare time. 
Learn income tax preparation. For 
free brochure, no obligation, write U 
& R Tax School, 1345 Pembina High- 
woy, Winnipeg, Monitobo. R3T 286. 5 
GOLD, SILVER. Looking tor a 
Goldmine? We hove one for sale in 
the form of Ted's Jevyellery Ltd., 
located on the main street in Von- 
derhoof, B.C. 567-2766. 5
CAR WASH: Three bays, coin- 
operoted, Pic-a-Pop soles, propane 
soles. Building and equipment one 
year old. Leose or buy in growing 
community. Box 2408, Merritt, B.C. ; 
VOK 2B0. Phone 378-4715. 5
TAXI AND SOfOpL BUS business in 
Gold River, y.Qnci^ver island. 2 vons.
2 buses • $2,'4rt5^mohthly from con- / 
tracts. Needs $10,000 each with good 
credit. Phone926-3357. V ' , .5
MTQS I BOATS -'
FOR SALB
MUST SELL 1976Firebord. immaculate 
condition, only 7,000 miles. 656-7786.
■■ ■ 5 ■
MUST SELL 1975 Renault wagon. Very 
good condition, 656-7786, 5
MSSICa mSIRIIMEllTS
USED FARFISA two keylxjord organ, 
$S(X) or best oflor. 656-4532. 5
FRANK SHARP, of Sidney Court, 
extends his sincere grotitude to Dr. 
H.C. Worroll, the nurses and support 
stoff of Soonich Peninsula Hospital 
for the core, kindness and 
unremitting attention shown to my 
wife Agnes (Betty) during her final 
illness. The residents of the Penin- 
sulo ore indeed fortunote to hove 
such a dedicated organization to 
serve them when needed. Sincere 
thanks ore also extended to Father 
Cunningham of St. Elizabeth's. • F.E. 
Shorp. ond Family of Calgary. 5
MRS. JACEA. Psychic reoder In Torot 
ond Palms. Write problems and full 
dote of birth with $10 to: 2633 East 
Hastings St.. Vancouver. B.C. V5K 
1Z5. Phone 255-3246 . 5
SCOTTISH COUNTRY DANCING — 
Beginners doss ore being held 
TUESDAY at North Soonich School, 
8:00 p.m. Phone 656-5477 for further 
information. 5
PIANO LESSONS. Clossrcal and/or
populor. All oges. 20 years ex­
perience. Coil Mrs. Doney 656-4060. 5 
INCORPORATE! $200 plus filing fees. 
Incorporoto yourself - fast - over the 
telephone. Our forms and typing 
services ore lawyer approved. Cali 
Self Counsel Services toll free 112- 
800-663-3035, Chorgex ond 
Mosterchorge approved. 47-tf
NEW HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL open 
now. Hillside House - School of 
Hoirdressing. Solon open 9 o.m. • 
4:30 p.m. Mon. • Fri, 1537 Hillside 
Ave. Students registration ond in­
formation on school curriculum 
Phone 598-3433. Professional In­
struction given at oil times by Joan 
Abbott and Yvonne Felming both 
having extensive training in London, 
England with teaching experience in 
government and private schools and 
salons in Ontario ond B.C. Register 
for Feb, closs now. 5
SINCERE COUPLES and singles build a 
secure future full or port-time. Coll 




The seven-member Love 
Chapter Band returns to the 
Saanich Peninsula Feb. 6 
after touring B.C. and the 
Yukon singing con­
temporary Christian music.
In 1979 the group cut a 
record which they say is 
now being listened to across 
Canada and the U.S.
It’s the band’s third visit 
Feb. 6 to Oldfield Road 
Gospel Chapel, located at 
the corner of Old West 
Saanich Road, Sparton and 
Oldfield. On Feb. 6,7 and 8 
there’s a space days 
children’s program from 
6:30 to 7:30 p.m. A youth 
concert will be held Feb. 9 
at 7:30 p.m. and a family 
concert at 6 p.m. Feb. 10.
All programs are free. 
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SAANICH PARENTS FOR FRENCH
invite interested people to their 
regular meeting ot the Ponormo 
Leisure Centre Feb. 6 ot 8:00 p.m. 
Phone 656-1293. Speokerond coffee.
5 . . • '
FEBRUARY 6TH ST. PAUL'S UNITED 
CHURCH 1 ;30 p.m. The Rev. Shimke 
will Speak and show slides on the, 
Leprosy Mission. Anyone interested '
; may attend. , ./ 5 ;
CASSINO NIGHT 
Feb. 15






The Pythian Sisters 
enjoyed a party which 
included cribbage and whist 
Jan. 18 at the Knights of 
Pythias Hall in Sidney. , 
A hooked rug was won 
by Mrs. Bessie Roberts, 
Mrs. May Radzik won a 
hamper and Mrs., Stella 
Lumley walked av;ay with 
the door prize. ..
: In cribbage games, Mrs. 
Barnes scored ladies high; 
Mr. C. Moorehouse, ladies 
Jow^ ! Men’s' shigh, Mrs; 
King, men’s low, Mrs. R.’ 
Knutsen.
Whist: Ladies high, Mrs. 
Kean, ladies low, Mrs. 
Stella Bowcott. Men’s high, 
Mrs. May Radzik, men’s 































SIDNEY ACRC cniilrally loroind. lully 
knrvicnd. ZoiiihI lot IS Inwnhotitn or 
miailninnl unit* l’lirin« 479.|BOO, ll
WATiiilFiiciNf 'i nriH iiinii* Fiul 
Rond' liiml liJl wdh IioikIi nenm, 
$115,000, I'lumn 55(> ,717.1 tillor 
,.,11tt4'U075 iinqor no, 1511 nnyllino, 5
API'WoxjMATEiY’’’'T'"'® 
FRONTAOt lnlliiH()<itnk«, 100 (tun* 
dnnrimi, linod *(i(lii*ltin with oil 
(.oivltii*,, round 5 oci» i»billvl*loo. 
'MO kqniiiii l!(m!|n(nil 'ojl homn 
plu» 11 *«ll (qnlnlnod nnlH, loq 
hii|l(|ni inlii Infl'itt^iilpmnin (ivniloliln 
pin* 1(1(1*. lull (J(,i<,i) 195,000. I'hoiiB 
59a.4475.' 5
HAL? Acitti, irnnd inovlnw, Norih 
S(iO((irl(, I9t5 (dkiom hnlll. 1 lidrm*, 
(Inn, J'l; hnlh*, IR, DR, 1 rf, 
tHi(i(|tp(>d kilrlwn, Inniily loom. nrllKl 
Mt.id(((, wntkkhop, V(ji,-nuin (lyslnin, 
rlKMio*. nhidlli honh *l«((ii (jnd 
i,(l(i( (iMlndni, flornqn. nlr 
$175,000, 9349 Plnolton, fiMi hirz, 5 
fivr ACRE! In Yonow, Font In 
Rniqihnnlnii. yinid# HOOO lb*, pm 
nuniiMnnkn, qo(OH», tnodilnn kbnd, 
$90,500, f’dvaKr koln, I' 0, Boi 331, 
... ; , ........
NEW BitAURANT nnd Thinn innlod 
b(,)(/*n*, (i(ipto»imul«ly 1'’> octn*. 
I'nb l(t»n*(i oppllnd Ini, Smith Slorqn, 
n c., NtW Al'AllIMtNIS iwn Tib 
kunn > Oowkon Cinok, unn • 31 *vi(n 
Ruin* luk«, Compl»ll(>n dot* Morth 
l‘»H0. ONf • 40 omi ond (,(n« ■ ,W mill 
Itiwnbonko in Mniktinilii IWO - 14 
null opnrimonH In Ion Si, .Inhn Ibi' 
I'nimommi, 701 Ww*l Onortilo $1.. 
Vonttuimi, It,C. V7Y IC6, Ah«Wi«h« 





EAMILV NEQUim 91 OR 4 ItDROOM
bouin lor April 1 oi konnnr. I'niindid 
1 yi, nr ln(i(( Pinim' SlHnny M 
Snonidiorno, (iVr UOR. il
WArIhBuu’FOriiAir"‘rtTDM«V
APIA. IO,<X«*q, 11. $3 50 pm'
,ln()t Idpin (Wt, ft56 7301, (5)
RESPONSIRIE 37.VEAR.01D woman 
non-drinkni, non kmoKwr will hounr 
and pnl *11II p m. Io 7 ti.m. wbiUi you 
(Miuin vmollun, 655 4050, 5
CUANINa''TTAM"flvaTl()bT^^^ to' do 
tompinin dnanlnQ Hnivifn*. Will do 
kmnll bntinuikii* and alllin*. 
R(«(i*nnabl(i mink. Phono ASS OOIl or 
__  5
$ ave'ON~iiEA TING* coit I cdiloin 
innilri ninimmim Inkidn nnd omildn 
ktnim wliuluvvk morln and iintallnd nl 
inoknnabln iiilcoi, Frtin iikllrnaloi. 
CnII Sinvo laikny tonklrncllon, <i56. 
5ld9 ■ _ ' ___tl
r uili ' cii 'FART"frME'To7«r'(: l»i k
|.K>klllon In Sldnuy, llfunlwiiod orna 
vyanind. Wllllna 1(7 lioln. b56 0361^ 5
ticiiiTARV WKlNO'TarriTim pnT-
nmnnni work In fddnoy, Bronlwood 
(lay (31(1(1, lyplnu 60 wpiq, Widn 
(nnfld olllco (»*pnrl«int.(r (ntladlni) 
*nlo» ond tompwlor oporollon. 
Avnilahio Immodlalnly, for roiumo 
oi InbMvIow ([h(3li« 656-6915 or 653. 
5(14(1 (mii»*(i(j[i»). 5
NO joR TO $MA,i!l, Yaonq uirpnnlnr 
willlno la (fo , (onca*. Kiadnikk, 
(naavalionk, pnihliny nit. All work 
fpiaianlood. Phann Ron 656 03117 or
656_!I67_5,_ „ ___ 0
lFit'0Y"'“0AiDEN"TlRVrcr', Ctoo'd 
rnlinhln work. Plnak« (all oiler 4 p.m, 
6W 61159, ^ ^ ^ It
REu’A«7roln''will'"BARYi'if'‘"ln'i
(hildinn 1 nnd up and do (iQhl 
bmmikpripiiig Mondoy la t ridoyi on 
(I full limn bnil*. Ornikiiglndn Schanl 
aion ond Mwyload Ot. Wo{|»» 
nnordmliln. Plnn»n phann '656 6466 
ollnr 3 p.m, Akti lor Dole, , 5
MO$"t RMASES ol (inidnnlnn amt, 
landuarilnn . al*ci qardan (iakiqo, 
Call ChurImr V(iid(m, tuio iVilntim 3 
p in 10 It,
GARDEN lERVICEi PrunlnQ. Ilruno 
Von Ethuckmonn, TjablROtl. lOil
All I08M5 or lYriHO DOtlC In n.y 
honiii, Mlnlmuat tliotoe $5,00 
SImlent Ibnil* welrome. Coll Dion* 
656,3FM, 6
leaky lauceli, broken raid eadii, etc. 
Na (ob (00 Htinll, fair prltei. Omiqk 
MtComiell 9813 R»*iKfly«a Drive, 
656 7670, 7
M15C. WANTED
WANTEOi 13 • 14 ft, boat with small 
inboard motor. M.R, McTIgho, Fullord 
Harbour, Mornlnqsldo Rd, 5
RUBDAGE, GARBAGE HAULED.
Bosomoot and clean up iob*. Phone I 
‘■53 4015, 37lf
STERliNO siLVIR’bric.a.brcic ond old
jewollory, old family holrloomt etc. 
Dltcrollon iissuied. U6.6B34. 6
MAN'S I LADIES 10 *|)oed Apollo | 
bicycloi, A* now, eKcallont con- 
dlllon, plu* oxlroi. Quick tale $100 | 
(»och o n o lol 653 7 539 , 5
DOORSI B.Ci'i lownit prlcnil Put- 
bunq Inliiriot, $19.90; solid OKledor 
pin himfl, $59; poneliod doori, $39, 
dosol bilolds, $13,90; Canodu'i 
Inrflesl sniecllon. Write or phono lof 
ludbnt Inlormollon lo Wnlker Door 
Ud., 3M) 73n, 1.166 5,W. Morino 
Diivn, Vornnuvor, V6P 539 oi 9U5, 
9714, 15119 Gordon Avenue, Noilb 
Vnricouvei, V/P3A5, ll
r»n MT.KTMBRICAN LOO LOADER
(5100 bniii*) DB undetcoiilnae. 
Cummin* NH 350 onfllne, two main 
driimi, twin p|«c 3 slaue lotgue 
convertor, 40 (ool Bobemlon Boom 
wllb 60" youno Iwo palm (jiupple.. 
Hill moclilae completely overboulad 
In April 1979 (iiivt used only one 
munlh ibuo averboul. (ot lurtber 
Inloimollon coplocl Dove Korrcin, 
Aulslntil Woodlond* Monoger, 
Jocobsen tiros. FniesI Products, 
Williom* loko, B.C, V30 '3V7, Phono 
393,4I3|. 5
LESAL
LAW CENTRE — LEGAL AID CLINIC
65ondayt, l;45 to 4;30 p.m. 
Appolnimonisonly. Phono556 l347. 
30 ll
LOST S FOUND
lOSTi Missino from 3033 Ardwoll, a 
younq mole col Blockish qrey with a 
kUrk in ll* loll, orongo eye*. 
DIsnppoarod Tuoi,, 33 Jon, Any 
Inlormollon 656.6693, 5
LOST! Groy and while mole cot fl 




3RD ANNUAI PACIFIC WESTERN
I’olind lloreloid sole, fobruary 9, 1 
p.m , Dumont Forms. B.C, 65 bred 
ond open polled bernlordi lomnloi 4 
beidshire pfotpBi,l*, Solit 
beoilquorleis Vlllagn Green Inn, 
Inloimollon JormnB Sumner, 379. 
3389 or Don; Neodobo 379.3'350. 
Fnlklnnd B.C, 5
FiatirooD'^iiMMi^
14 month* old, »on* r.if lop *eilei. 
Conlocl Corl Pellorson, Frtiser 
Volley SImmenlol Ranch, 43073 
KelllvWIUon Rood, Scirdli, thC. VOX 
lYO, Phone 033 4575, 7
AGRO-CUITURAI COMPLEX (70,000 
sq. (1.). Rentol focllitios available at 
reasonable rates for conventions, 
banquets, trade shows, seminars, 
concerts, etc, Coll S.J. Loidlor, 
K.X.A.. Kamloops, B.C. (604 ) 372. 
9611. 5
SHARP~~On'7anijary 25, I'w,
Agnos (Belly), beloved wife ol Frank 
E. Sharp ol Sidney in her 68lh year. 
Survived olso by ono brother, Arthur 
Bough, Brampton, Ontario, and ono 
sislor, Mrs. J. (Joan) Ploufle, Lac 
Guidon t’.Q.; Funeral Service was 
hold Sunday, Januory 37, 1980 at 3:00 
p,m. in the Chapel ol First Moniorlol 
Sorvicos, 4725 Faloiso Drive, 
Cfomalioo. For those so desiring 
donations in lieu ol flowers lo the 
Cancer Society would bo op- 
proclolud. Airangomenis Ihiough Itio 







Nolice ol Appllcollon 
lor Chcinge ol Name
NOIICI is heioby given ihol on 
iipplicolion will bn muilo lo Ihu 
. Diierloi ol Vllnl 5lali*llc* lor u 
change ol mime, punutinl to the 
provisions ol Ihe ' Chnnyo ol Niune
Act," by me;..Knrhin Siuumnn Flock
ol 639 Downey Hd . In Sidnoy, In lb« 
Piovncn ol Bripsb Cnlumhla, o* 
lollow* In (bnnge my name born 
Kniinu Susnnmi Fleck lo Kaiino 
Susoime Hudbeirdi rimk. Doled this 






Sctiior citizen.s at Silver 
Tliread.s on Resthaven are 
missing Walter Pigeon, the 
wouiuIclI bird they’ve been 
caring for, but now he's at 
tlie SIK:a and “very linppy 
willi tlie oilier pigeon.s,” 
says the centre's ussisiani 
director Mary Lehan.
Walter’s wing has healed 
and he’s waiting for his 
feathers to grow before he 
can practice his flying, she 
says.
Tlten, the pigeon who 
won his way into tlie heans 
of seniors will he taken 
hack to the centre and set 
free.
TOWN OF SIDNEY 
ZONING BYLAW 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Notice is hereby given that all persons who deem 
themselves to be affected by the proposed 
amendments to the Zoning Bylavy No. 345, 1969, 
will be afforded an opportunity to be heard on the 
matters contained therein before the Council of 
the Town of Sidney at a Public Hearing to be held 
in the Couricii-ChEimbers, Town Hall, 2440 
Sidney Avenue, Sidney, B.C. on Monday, 
February4th,1980, at 7:30 p.m.
-A copy of the proposed bylaws ma:y be inspected 
at theTown Hall, Sidney, B.C. from Monday to 
Friday between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
' P.ni. ■'
The effect of these bylaws will be to amend the 
Zoning Bylaw as follows:
BYLAW NO. 668
To,rezone Lot 10, Block 13, Section 10, Range4 
East, Plan 381, from T-Institutional’ to ‘C- 
Commercial’ for the purpose of converting the 










To rezone Lots 12 and 13, Block 14, Sections 10 
and 11, Range 4 Ea.st, Plan 381, from ’C- 
Commercial’ to ‘J-Atilomobilc Service Siaiion’. 




Require dpnalions of living 
room, kitclten, bedroom 
I'nntiUtrc, 656-6014. tf
FlUMMinioijiir^a'fJoiw^^^ Royal 
polirin Flgiite* emd Toby Jug* n|«(i 
ifAllliaiia SwoitJ*, Oayaueii, aijdge* 
amt MmIoIi. 3113 0405, .386-0911. I Uni
NOME SEEVICES 
EQUIFMENT FOE SALSl
IfU INtllY lOO’IOAOIR. Weliko
biuged ■ huuiU unci i(((ukel ul 
inchmetil, 11*14 Irnckt, Eslenilvely 
rebulll, t.10,0(X), Phan* Vanrouver 
334.1030 alter 6 p.m. Weekiiay* nr all 
vustikond S
l♦7•^'C(^$i isin' tompleie With dirl 
and clearing bkidei, tipper, 1500 
bout*, $4|500,00 fi.b.ct, Phone (M7. 
3093. 6
SAAN, PENINSULA GUIDANCI 
ASSOCIATION tervlce* lor lb*
tomlly, Individual, morrioga and 
lornlly countelllng. 656.1347. 3440 
Sidney Ave. (TownHall). it
DIVORCEI $Tm'd”tiilnQ l«o», We 
ptepnie yaui divotco paper* over ibo 
plinne la*l, Far more Inlnrmnllon 
call THE LAW SHOPPE ol JACK D, 
lAMtS MBA, UO loll true 117. 
mo 663.3035 (in Vnncciuvor (iien roll 
rjl7 34 431 Cli.Kgok I'nH MnUur 
chnijjcijwciUomod. 
yoij Aii INVITlirro ATimilo 75
Beiiverlodfle Homecommg and 
l''lon()nr Onys, fioulh Pente Cen­
tennial Museum, In be held July IS, 
19 UikJ ;i), IVIIU, He(|i*lr«Pan luke* 
plore Frldoy, July IB, trom 3 • 7 p.m. 
ol Ihe Aiena, Conlotl Deblile 
Wolker, lawn Olllre, Ro» 30. 
Beovnrindqe, Alin. TOHOCO, 5
IN REGARDS 10 THE RECENT ILIC- 
TION olOKicerial the Army, Navy, * 
All I'orce Veil,, Sidney Unit 303. I 
(would like lo thank Ib# memlier* 
vrho lurried out nnd lupporled me, I 
wru.ld p'llerieJ l»', (bunk you 
all penonnlly, Smry you hod »o rrilt* 
Ihe loolholl gam*. WHhlng you n 







Soup or Salad 
Steak O.scar 
Dessert
Open from 5:00 p.m. Daily
(CLOSED TUESDAYS)


















For Rosorvotlont 656-4640 
2558 Bevan Avc.y Sidney
BYLAW NO. 670
To remove ihc rcsiHetions In the 'C-CommcrcialV 
Zone relating to priming and publishing 
e!>labii.slimotiisuuly,', .























All typos of brick and block work, 
new fireplocea or repair your old 




Hour or by Contract. 




Stucco - Drywall 






PATCHING SPECIALISTS - PRICE 











CfE'CtxTUL <.»j»Tr.ui Tieu . 




Renovations - Concrete 

















I Now specializing in | 
j finishing carpcniry, i 
I cabinets and built-ins, j 
j rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
I additions no job too | 
j small. ' j
4 Renovate and Stive ■ 








































•22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 

















Residontaii, Commercial and 
GoM Course Construction.
6955 West Soanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
Glen William* 652-3323








Fence Posts, Digging, 50 












Sidney. B C -,
DO IT YOURSELF
PLUMBING MART' - -








“Big or small 
we will do them all”




CONTRA CTING L TD.
Specializing in









Back hoe Work, Trucking
BACK FILLING — LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES
2320 Amherst, Sidney 
Lewis Sevigny 656-35S3 |
T.R. SKITT 
ELECTRICIAN 















; Specializing in 
Hot Water Heating :
10410 ^LL BAY RD.
^ SIDNEY - 
Phone 656-1580









and Tractor Service 






: Available After-- r 
Regular Hours , 






















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
Mon.-Fri. 7-5 p.m. 
Sot. 7-3 p.m.
Marine
ROY'S AI.LBAY MARINE SERVICES ETD, 
10134 McDonald Park Rd.
656-7023
i<2>ESHH^B m^ruT7er
EACTORY AIJTIIOIU/.EI) REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. STERN DRIVE - .lOIINSON AND
I: VT MU J1) I; o u r hoards, mi; r c u u i s i ;r
STERN DRIVE.
Mon. • Sat. 8:00 a.m. • 5:00 p.m,■
kmpyt
)i'V; n'-i.ivir'^ v-T^1'-1 *;V'
roctory Cortitiop fyvpcnQnic .on duty
|;j':5,^^AiLiNd:sHdpj(i:
A & B BOAT TOPS

















\ EXCAVATING LTD. |
■ I
I HIACKHOE B 
I WORK ■
I *CATWORK I 
t<>TRUCKINC I
H I
I “NoJob loo large | 
H orlnoNmall" nI H





Oovornmont certified technician 
with 35 year* OKporionco In 
Electronic Moinlononco and 
Repairs.





























Serving Sidney, Central 










I^IANO TUNER & REPAIRS 
-11. WILIJAM.S - 
Ph. 052-5731
•PIANO TUNING
• RE-STRING - I ELTINf;
ON SU.H'I A.SIT'.CIALIY
* AD.IUST&VOICEHAMMER.S
ACTION A SOUND SERVICE TO 
PUHLIC- l EACHERS,
SLIIOOl.Ol- MUSIC, CI.UHSACHURCIIL.S
6950 WALLACE DR., BRENTWOOD BAY
AJ'AX HOME and 
OIFICE CLEANERS
WlmloY,* • fifwf ■ C.arpufu 








U„«* yuiainl tuiutdr giu.cl,
; 65(5-5(57/ ,
























REPAIRS, RE COVERING 
FREE ESTIMATES
G. Rousseu





















To Leather & Suede 
Garments expertly done 


















»»10 Fourth Stroot 
ocroii trom tht pinno
Tinllor I,ltd,in, ornninnnlnl 
toiling, rii.lom Inbrkntlon 
ropoii*, inothlni) work, porlolilo 
wolriing, *lrHil onrl aluminum.
Phono MIko 656-2321 (1)
JET-VAC
I'lirnaces, Fiieplace.s, 
Duct work. Chimneys, 
Iloilcrs, Oil Stoves. 













UiKilot (w JiKuirl I’umpi, W» 




Ishuul ihortf In .1 

















CorpiH fi LJphoUtory Cieonlng
Through Stoam Extraction 










24 HOUR SERVICE 
PJ. HYLAND
Sidney B.C. \ 656-6022
SIDNEY GLASS
i Marine. Auto ft Safety Clast 
Window Clast • Mirrors 
Wlndsh^dl4.UntYalled


















IMoaso call after 4 p.m,
656-6859 171
By HELEN LANG
Some of you may have already done your first 
“dormant spraying’’ but those of you who haven’t 
should get on with it. The weather is an important 
factor in timing the spray ... you need a bright day with 
a temperature of 45-50 degrees or more, and no wind. If 
it rains within six hours you should probably do it over 
again. Horrible thought!
It is especially important to get your peach trees 
.sprayed with the lime-sulphate solution to protect them 
from “curly leaf”. If they have been planted under the 
overhang of your house, there is much less chance of 
this disease, which is a lucky thing in more ways than 
one!
The spray is a disgusting yellow colour, and stains 
paint and stucco. It is no mean feat to try to get a large 
piece of plastic behind a peach tree that has been 
securely fastened to the wall behind it.
You almost certainly, will need help, and I urge you 
to ask a friendly neighbour, rather than ask your 
spouse, since this is one good way to start a first class 
row.
Most people combine the two dormant sprays (the 
lime-sulphur and the oil), but, it has been suggested to 
me peach trees should only get the lime-sulphur rather 
than the combined solution.
While you are doing your fruit trees, you should do 
your ornamentals trees, and your roses. Do NOT use 
this spray on beech trees, black walnuts, butternuts, 
Japanese Maples, or Magnolias.
It is almost impossible to avoid getting some spray on 
your evergreens, but if you can avoid it, please do. It 
leaves an ugly stain on the trees, and may even injure 
them. I usually get out the hose, and thoroughly wet 
down the evergreens to get rid of as much drifted spray 
as I can, and so far, this has worked very well.
I am doing something very interesting right now, and 
if you have a rubber tree that is going through the 
ceiling, or has reached the stage where it only has a 
cluster of leaves at the top, and a long naked stem, you 
may decide to try the same thing. The processes called 
“air layering”, and is quite simple to do.
First of alT decide where you will niake the cut in 
your rubber trees trunk, so that you vvill end up with a' 
short stocky plant. About two inches below a leaf node 
make a cut, using a very sharp knife, abvout one third 
of the way through the stemp, cutting upward, on an 
angle. I n this cut put a wooden matchV or a tooth-pick, 
>:to hold the wound'open.'-./ "-V,;;..';/::
; Take ypur pastry brush and dust the ne\yly cut sur­
faces with rooting powder. Cut a plastic bat (a freezer 
bag is ideal) down one side and half-way across tlie 
bottom, and tie it firmly about three inches below the 
cut, to make a ^rt of pocket. '
Using warm water, thoroughly moisten enough peat 
moss, or sphagnum moss, if you have been lucky 
enough to find some, to fill the plastic bag. Making sure 
you have the bag sealed, tie il firmly above the cut. Now 
get Out the vacuum and clean up the mess!
Air-layering may take as long as three months, so you 
should continue to care for your rubber tree as you 
would normally, watering and fertilizing regularly. 
When you can see the roots that will form inside the 
plastic bag, it is time to cut your new plant away from 
the parent. Make the cut a couple of inches below the 
new roots, and pot up your new plant in any good 
poltingsoil.
Hazel Glennie, over my garden fence, suggests that as 
it takes so long for roots to form, it i.s a fun idea to 
“fancy-up” the plastic bag on your plant. The 
possibilities arc as numerous as your fertile imagination 
can come up with.
— 1 have one friend who put tiny, delicate pink, ar­
tificial flowers on her cactus, and became famous for 
her lalcnl.s, since that variety of cactus blooms about 
one in a lifetime. It never occurred to anyone that those 
dainty blossom.s weren't real, and more than one person 
bent to have a smell, and then said, scrously, “Isn’t it a 
shame those blooms aren’t fragrantl” She, the wretch, 










Daily: Billiards, cards, 
library, morning coffee, 
afternoon tea.
Thursday: 9:30 a.m. 
lapidary, 10 a,m. weaving, 
carpel bowling; noon; 
lunch; 1 p.tn. bridge, 
dressmaking, weaving; 12 
noon Captnin'.s Palace lour 
leaves, 7 p.m, crib.
Friday 9:30 a.m. 
•Spanish; 10 a.m. senior 
ceramics, quilting, keep fil; 
noon, lunch, 1 p.m, chess 
club. Silver "T" Hells 
practice, si retch and sew; 2 
p.m. Jacko; 7 p.m. evening 
curds,
Saiurday and Sunday 
open I p.m, to 4 p.m. for
drop-ins.
Monday 10 a.m. dance 
for fun, quilling, billiards; 
noon, lunch; 12:30 p,m. 
ceramics; 1 p,m. swim club; 
2 p.m, films; to be an­
nounced. 7:30 p.tn. birigo,
Tuesday a.m. lapidary; 
10 a.rn. Sercmidcrs, prac­
tice, painting; noon, lunch 
1 p.m. whiM, painting; 7 
p.m. shnfricbonrd and 
games.
Wednesday; 10 u.ni. 
novelties, noon, hot dinner; 
I p.m. discussion group; 
Max .Seward Talks about 
“Genis" 2 p.m. concert 
Sing Along With “Sheila" 









Despite being caught in 
one of the worst tropical 
storms ever experienced by 
the Hnvvniiun Islands, A.S. 
McNeil, Mrs. McNeil, their 
son and dnuglitcr-in-lnw,
Mr. unfl Mr« f'nmpbf'li 
McNeil and their two small 
children from Ottawa 
enjoyed a wonderful three 
weeks' holiday on the 
Islands. >
Making ihclr
headquarters at Kihi near 
Mauii’s disaster area, the 
group had the experience of 
11 inches of rain in one day, 
winds at over a 100 miles an 
hour, and were without 
llpht, power and other 
facilities.
They have nothing but 
praise for the friendliness 
and co-operation of both 
the Hawaiian people and 
the other visitors.










ai We go where the crop is picked 0 0 9
for the pick of the cropj
SMPBFIMT









B.C. or Washington Grown Extra Fancy 




or Bonched Radishes b hunches
——— • —- '......
Celerv .. ..W Yellow OnionsL^ufssJ»s.50'
Lettuce31.. 0rangis“own°'(iwir°'''^ 








aisfi Ohisse % ^




^ Creani of ;: : ^: ;f ^ i 11 :i
Mushroom U H ^
10 fl. 01. %' ■ i









Brand B kg. 1
^ Laundry^^^^^ ^ ^
iBiHIIOi 
FLOURS
All Purpose . . . . , ...
MIRACLE ]
WHIP ^
Kroff. Salatl Dressing 1 Litre lar. ...... ..
MARGARINE
Kra/r. . lyP ■
Be/-a/r Fancy Frozen
© Peas & Carrots © Peas 
® Mixed Vegetables.. .
(2.27 kg) 
hag
e«»» »o»e»o»« »o»«<»••« o•eve««o oeeee•••••••••••••• eeeee •eeeo^ee eeeeeoee Oeeeeeeeo»|





(38 cm 138 cm) phg. ol3
Hangers!ni
Rubber Cruleb Drip Dry. .
Vegetable Brush
C





PHilddlllbd l>olden Caesar, 
Italian, Creamy Cucumber, 500 ml bottles.
for o ASCO. Wii0tleri.PliR,0l5---------
Egg Poacher








or Mint 150 ml tube
I Pampers,
Daytime Disposable pkg. of 30 (11-16 ib. babies)
Extra Absorbent Daytime pkg. of 24 (16-23 Ib. babies)
Available from all slides 
except "110" size. Borderless 
silk finish prints ..... . . , eci.
itt••••••••••••••••••••••••«•••••••••••••••••••O*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
pbE.




Frozen. Packed ill bags of 




















15 OT. (4251) iwclJjR,




jRoist, rrisbWlMli or Butt 
IPm1Idii($B.56Iib) ....
6p©14ii2. m t) puckiti
PRICES EFFECTIVE lANUARY M to FEBRUARY 3ril
reserve the right to limit Quontltles, 
Sales In roiall Quantities only.
in your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store * h?? It
,C A; i\l A,D A ' S A. FVe \M fik Y i. MVI I'T E O
,ii,i iV'l'
